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It’s a great time for students to pursue
an engineering education at Memorial
University. With thriving industries in the
province’s offshore oil, oceans, information
and communication technologies, energy
and mining sectors, among others, the
need for engineers is greater than ever
before. The faculty is responding to this
demand by expanding our programs,
enrolments and research capacity. Our
goal is to add 40 new faculty positions by
2020, more than 300 graduate students
and up to 500 additional undergraduate
students. In 2013, we welcomed six new
faculty members, increased our graduate

Dr. Greg Naterer

student enrolment by about 10 per cent
and our first-year undergraduate student
enrolment by five per cent.

In 2013, all of our undergraduate
programs received full accreditation to
June 2017, including our newly accredited
process engineering program. This places
our undergraduate co-op programs
among the best engineering programs in
Canada. Many of our students competed
at local, national and international
competitions and placed extremely well.
For example, Erin Lundrigan and Ricky
Bonnell recently won first place at the
Atlantic Engineering Competition in
the re-engineering category and John
Constantine won gold in the engineering
communications category. Also, two of
our undergraduate students, Mark Elliott
and Brandon Fitzpatrick, competed
against engineering students from Atlantic
Canada and were chosen as the first two

members, Drs. Faisal Khan and Eric

recipients of the Peter Kohler Scholarship.

Gill, received President’s Awards for

The team-focused approach of our

outstanding research and teaching

professors, staff and students make our

excellence, respectively. We welcomed

faculty one of the best places in which to

two new research chairs. Dr. Brian Veitch

work, learn and grow.
As you read the following pages, you

Chair in Oil and Gas Research and Dr.

will learn more about all of our wonderful

Rocky Taylor is the newly appointed

accomplishments over the past year. As

CARD Chair in Ice Mechanics. CARD is

we gain momentum moving into the third

C-CORE’s Centre for Arctic Resource

year of our eight-year growth plan, we

Development. We continue to establish

do so with great enthusiasm and pride.

major partnerships with industry, which

Greg F. Naterer, P.Eng., PhD,
FCSME, FASME, FEIC
Dean, Faculty of Engineering
and Applied Science

enabled us to increase our research
capacity to over $15 million in the past
year, particularly in the areas of ocean
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Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
MEMORIAL HAS one of the premier

thesis-based programs at the master’s

0DFBO4ZTUFNT-BCPSBUPSZ)FBMUI 

engineering schools in Canada. Our six

.&OH BOEEPDUPSBM 1I% MFWFMTJO

4BGFUZBOE3JTL3FTFBSDI-BCPSBUPSZ

accredited, five-year, undergraduate

t $JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH

.BOVGBDUVSJOH5FDIOPMPHZ$FOUSF

engineering programs, which follow a

t $PNQVUFS&OHJOFFSJOH

$PNQVUFS&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI

co-operative education model, provide

t &MFDUSJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH

-BCPSBUPSJFT5IFSNP'MVJET-BCPSBUPSZ

students with valuable experiential

t .FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH

4USVDUVSFT-BCPSBUPSZ&OIBODFE0JM

learning opportunities and practical work

t 0DFBOBOE/BWBM"SDIJUFDUVSBM

3FDPWFSZ-BCPSBUPSZ"EWBODFE%SJMMJOH

experience prior to graduation.
Our undergraduate programs include:

&OHJOFFSJOH

-BCPSBUPSZ.VMUJNFEJB$PNNVOJDBUJPOT

t 0JMBOE(BT&OHJOFFSJOH

-BCBOE0DFBO&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI

Course-based master’s programs in:

Centre, among numerous others.

t $JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH

t $PNQVUFS&OHJOFFSJOH

t $PNQVUFS&OHJOFFSJOH

t &OWJSPONFOUBM4ZTUFNT&OHJOFFSJOH

t &MFDUSJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH

The faculty has significantly increased

BOE.BOBHFNFOU

its research capacity, particularly in our
strategic areas of ocean technology,

t .FDIBOJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH

t 0JMBOE(BT&OHJOFFSJOH

energy, information and communication

t 0DFBOBOE/BWBM"SDIJUFDUVSBM

t &OHJOFFSJOH.BOBHFNFOU

technology, environment and sustainable

&OHJOFFSJOH
t 1SPDFTT&OHJOFFSJOH

infrastructure.
The faculty also offers a graduate
diploma in:

Offshore oil and gas engineering

researchers, internationally renowned and

t 4BGFUZBOE3JTL&OHJOFFSJOH

award-winners in their respective fields of

electives are available in all undergraduate
programs.
Graduate programs include research

Our faculty members are leading

research. They have secured an increasing
The faculty is home to state-of-the-art
MBCPSBUPSJFT TVDIBTUIF"VUPOPNPVT

amount of financial support from industry,
government and other organizations.
"QSJNBSZQVSQPTFBOEPVUDPNF
of our research is the education and
training of highly qualified personnel. Our
research aims to generate knowledge and
understanding. The use and application of
our engineering research will lead to the
creation of new products and techniques,
which combines the efforts of researchers,
HSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTBOEFOUSFQSFOFVSTUIF
same milieu will create the next generation
of innovators and leaders in our society.
The faculty’s total external research
funding has grown from about $2 million in
1999 to about $15 million in 2013.
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FEATURES

Our double vision is 2020.
By 2020, we plan on doubling the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science.
Our vision is perfect. Join us. »

Memorial’s Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science
is expanding to meet the needs of the province
WITH A THRIVING ECONOMY,

by 2020, more than 300 graduate

MBCPSBUPSJFT 1BSUPGUIFBOTXFSMJFTJO

there is a high demand to increase

students and up to 500 additional

the province’s recent announcement

the number of engineering graduates

undergraduates.”

of new core science infrastructure

and engineering research capacity

“The faculty also plans to significantly

GPSUIF4U+PIOTDBNQVT"DDPSEJOH

JO/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

increase its research capacity,

UP%S(BSZ,BDIBOPTLJ .FNPSJBMT

.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZT'BDVMUZPG

particularly in our strategic areas of

president and vice-chancellor, this will

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF

strength – ocean technology, energy,

allow for the creation of additional

aims to achieve these goals.

ICT, environment and sustainable

space for engineering and applied

infrastructure,” he added.

science to meet the province’s need

The faculty plans to double by
2020, with a significant increase in

This increase in enrolment and

its student enrolment and research

research capacity will require more

BOESFTFBSDI"OEMJLF%S/BUFSFS 

capacity. The $1.7 million investment

QIZTJDBMTQBDF1SFTFOUMZ UIF

%S,BDIBOPTLJJTFYDJUFEBCPVU

in the province’s 2012 budget will

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

the growth for engineering.

allow for the development of the

4DJFODFJTIPVTFEJOUIF4+$BSFX

expansion plan, as well increasing

Building and the Bruneau Centre

BOEGPSUIF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOH

international recruitment and co-

GPS3FTFBSDIBOE*OOPWBUJPO

BOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF wTBJE%S

operative education placement services.
5IFEFBOPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

“This new growth will require us to

to expand engineering education

i5IJTJTXFMDPNFOFXTGPS.FNPSJBM

,BDIBOPTLJi(PWFSONFOUTVQQPSU

physically expand beyond the walls

for redevelopment of our core

4DJFODF %S(SFH/BUFSFS BJNTUP

PGUIF4+$BSFX#VJMEJOH wTBJE

science facilities and the doubling of

focus the growth on strategic areas

%S/BUFSFSi"MPOHXJUIBEEJUJPOBM

engineering is a game changer for

of importance for the province.

students and faculty members, there

.FNPSJBM,FZTUSBUFHJDBSFBTGPSUIF

will also be further administrative

university and for the province are

pursue an engineering education,” said

support staff, including laboratory

ocean technology, offshore petroleum

%S/BUFSFSi0VSUISJWJOHJOEVTUSJFT

and information technologists. There

production and arctic resources.

in offshore oil, oceans, information

will also be new courses added and

This doubling of our engineering

and communication technologies,

potentially new streams, options or

academic and research capability will

energy and mining sectors, among

QSPHSBNTPGTUVEZ3JHIUOPXXFBSFBU

strengthen our capacities in these

others, is creating a high demand for

full-capacity in our current building so

areas. It’s another great reason why

NPSFFOHJOFFST.FNPSJBMT'BDVMUZ

this growth will require more space.”

we are increasingly being recognized

PG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF

Where will engineering acquire all

“It’s a great time for students to

plans to meet this demand by adding

of this additional space for offices,

approximately 50 new faculty positions

classrooms and teaching/research

4 BENCHMARKS
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as Canada’s oceans university.”

Synergies
among
disciplines:
Memorial advances core sciences
infrastructure project
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY has decided
on the location of planned core sciences
JOGSBTUSVDUVSFPOJUT4U+PIOTDBNQVT
While there was some discussion to
situate the new facilities on two different
locations, the university will move
forward with the single-site option. The
new building, which will be located on
the north side of campus, on what is
OPXMPU" XJMMIPVTFWBSJPVTVOJUT

Kent Decker, vice-president (administration and finance), in front of the location for

XJUIJO.FNPSJBMTGBDVMUJFTPG4DJFODF

Memorial’s core sciences infrastructure project. Mr. Decker is the chair of the core

BOE&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF

sciences building steering committee.

“The single-site option was chosen
primarily because of the cost of
DPOTUSVDUJPO wTBJE%FBOPG4DJFODF 
.BSL"CSBIBNTi-PU"OFYU

PGGTIPSFQFUSPMFVNBOE"SDUJD

possible and to base our decision on

UPUIF6OJWFSTJUZ$FOUSFXBTUIFPOMZ

resources.”

what makes the most sense financially

green-field we considered that could

While existing laboratories for the

reasonably accommodate the entire

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

facility.

4DJFODFXJMMSFNBJOJOUIF4+$BSFX

The single large building will promote

while retaining important synergies
among disciplines.”
.FNPSJBMPGmDJBMTSFDFJWFEUIFmOBM

Building and the Bruneau Centre for

draft of the functional space planning

consolidation and complementary

3FTFBSDIBOE*OOPWBUJPO UIFOFXDPSF

TUVEZUIJTQBTU.BZBOEJUJTOPXCFJOH

relationships among the different types

sciences facility will create additional

reviewed. One preliminary concept has

of science research as the university

engineering office, design project studio

already been presented to the core

moves towards a more interdisciplinary

and laboratory space to accommodate

sciences building steering committee for

model.

a portion of the overall engineering

discussion.

expansion.

“The committee has looked at the basic

i5IF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE
"QQMJFE4DJFODFQMBOTUPEPVCMFJUT

i/FXMBSHFGVMMTDBMFJDFNFDIBOJDT 

academic and research capacities by

PGGTIPSFQFUSPMFVNBOEESJMMJOH "SDUJD

of design, both in terms of mechanical

 wTBJE%S(SFH/BUFSFS EFBO 

ocean, renewable energy and marine

systems for the building as well as

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

testing facilities, among others, are

layout to make the best use of our most

4DJFODFi5IFOFXCVJMEJOHXJMMBMMPX

QMBOOFEGPSUIFOFXCVJMEJOH wTBJE%S

valuable resource, the people inside

for additional engineering space to

/BUFSFSi8FBSFOPXBTTFTTJOHXIJDI

UIFCVJMEJOH wTBJE%S"CSBIBNT

meet the province’s need to expand

disciplines will take up space in the new

engineering undergraduate, graduate

building.

and research activities, particularly in
strategic areas of ocean technology,

concept for the combination of efficiency

“Our goal is to make the transition
as streamlined and cost-effective as

BENCHMARKS
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CIVIL ENGINEERING

Engineering
participated in
the 22nd Annual
National Engineering
Month BridgeBuilding Competition
RECRUITING EFFORTS were in full

Nao, our humanoid robot, helped out

which has traditionally been held

force at the 22nd Annual National

at the booth by entertaining visitors

at the Johnson GEO CENTRE, is an

Engineering Month Bridge-Building

with his dance moves and talking about

engineering competition for junior high

Competition. Each year, Memorial’s

the cool world of Memorial engineering.

school students from all across the

Faculty of Engineering and Applied

Visitors also received fact sheets on

province. Students build popsicle stick

Science has an information booth

disciplines they were interested in

bridges, which are tested on the day

at the annual bridge competition

along with admission requirements and

of the competition. The event is held

to recruit potential students and

guidance on how to prepare in high

as part of National Engineering and

to raise awareness around the

school.

Geoscience Month.

exciting opportunities that Memorial
engineering offers.

The annual bridge-building
competition for the St. John’s area,

First annual MUN-CSCE Bridge-Building
Competition was a huge success
ON MARCH 27, 2013, civil engineering

it was nice to see all of the great efforts

students and faculty came together for

of the organizers come together nicely.”

UIFJOBVHVSBM.6/$4$& $BOBEJBO
4PDJFUZGPS$JWJM&OHJOFFSJOH 

The gold medal went to the group
i$+3w5IFTJMWFSNFEBMXFOUUPUIF

Bridge-Building Competition.

HSPVQ i"OZUIJOHCVU$JWJMwBOEi/3101

With five teams comprised of civil
engineering students, the event was a

Trident” took away the bronze.
%S(SFH/BUFSFS EFBO 'BDVMUZPG

IVHFTVDDFTT1BSUJDJQBOUTTIBSFEUIFJS

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF 

bridge-building stories moments before

HBWFXFMDPNJOHSFNBSLT%S"NHBE

they held their breaths as their bridges

)VTTFJO DIBJS DJWJMFOHJOFFSJOH TQPLF

were tested and, ultimately, crushed.

POCFIBMGPGUIFEJTDJQMJOFBOE%S"TTFN

%S)FMFO;IBOHJOUSPEVDFEUIF$4$& 

)BTTBOJOUSPEVDFEUIFDPNQFUJUJPO

$4$&/- $4$&.6/TUVEFOUDIBQUFS

%ST)VTTFJO )BTTBO 4UFQIFO#SVOFBV

BOEUIFJSBDUJWJUJFT4IFJTFYUSFNFMZ

BOE.S"MCFSU$MBSLF BOFYFDVUJWF

pleased with how the first annual

$4$&/-DPNNJUUFFNFNCFS TFSWFE

bridge-building competition went.

as judges at the competition.

“This is the first bridge-building

The annual bridge-building

DPNQFUJUJPOBU.FNPSJBM BOEXF

competition was organized by the

promoted the event for many months,”

$4$&.6/TUVEFOUDIBQUFS'PSNPSF

TBJE%S;IBOHi8FIBENPSFUIBO

information, visit: http://www.engr.

participants so it was a huge success and

mun.ca/~cscemun/home.html
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Cleaning up contaminated environments safely
WE ALL KNOW when an oil spill occurs,
it’s important to clean it up as soon as
possible. But, what about the process
used to clean it up?
5IBUTXIFSF%S)FMFO;IBOH B
QSPGFTTPSPGFOHJOFFSJOHBU.FNPSJBM
6OJWFSTJUZ BOEIFSUFBN XIJDIJODMVEFT
GFMMPXGBDVMUZNFNCFST %ST,FMMZ
)BXCPMEU 5BIJS)VTBJOBOE#JOH$IFO 
come in. They are researching a less
toxic and more environmentally friendly
process using biosurfactant-based
dispersants for cleaning up contaminated
environments – a process that has never
been done before.
“The management of offshore oil spills

Dr. Zhang aboard the Eastern Canada Response Corporation (ECRC) boat for oil spill
response. ECRC provides marine oil spill response services, when requested, to the

in harsh environments are becoming

“responsible party”, the Canadian Coast Guard or to any other Government Lead

increasingly important as exploration

Agency.

shifts to more remote areas,” said
%S;IBOHi0JMTQJMMNBOBHFNFOU
using dispersants has been proven

of bacteria in the samples to find special

technologies for oil spill control in cold

to be effective under challenging

bacteria that can be used to make

and harsh environments.

FOWJSPONFOUBMDPOEJUJPOTIPXFWFS 

biosurfactants. These special bacteria are

chemical dispersant usage may cause

JTPMBUFEBOETFOUGPS%/"TFRVFODJOH

UIF/FXGPVOEMBOEPGGTIPSFQFUSPMFVN

some degree of environmental harm due

to get the pure streams, which can then

industry with effective biodispersants

to toxicity and non-biodegradability of

be directly applied for biosurfactant

that have huge potential market

some chemical dispersants.”

production.

WBMVFTDPTUFGmDJFOUCJPTVSGBDUBOU

5IFDPSFPG%S;IBOHTSFTFBSDIJTUP

“Compared to their chemical

“The research outputs will provide

biodispersant-producing technologies

find novel, environmentally friendly and

equivalents, biodispersants are less toxic,

UIBUVTFXBTUFTUSFBNTBTTVCTUSBUFTBOE

cost-effective dispersants and associated

biodegradable, and can be biologically

oil dispersion technologies that promote

application technologies to adequately

produced from industrial wastes or by-

the application of biodispersants as

address the associated safety and

QSPEVDUT wTBJE%S;IBOH

an emergency measure for oil spill

environmental concerns.
“We are working on a process to

“The project objectives are to

DPOUSPMJO/FXGPVOEMBOETPGGTIPSF w

identify and screen the superior

TBJE%S;IBOHi"EEJUJPOBMMZ XFIPQF

identify and screen for the superior

biosurfactant-producing microbes

to contribute to the development of

biosurfactant-producing bacteria from

from oil-contaminated samples with

biodispersant application guidelines for

oil-contaminated samples originated in

NBSJOFTPVSDFTUPVTFJOEVTUSJBMXBTUF

oil spill control in large-scale applications

UIF/PSUI"UMBOUJDPDFBO wFYQMBJOFE

streams as the substrate to economically

in harsh environments.”

%S;IBOHi8FXJMMUIFOHSPXUIBU

QSPEVDFCJPTVSGBDUBOUTUPDIBSBDUFSJ[F

%S;IBOHTSFTFBSDIJTTVQQPSUFE

bacteria in specific substrate to generate

the newly produced biosurfactants and

CZ1FUSPMFVN3FTFBSDI/FXGPVOEMBOE

biosurfactants.”

optimize their combination with solvents

BOE-BCSBEPS 13/- BOEUIF3FTFBSDI

%S;IBOHBOEIFSUFBNSFDFJWF

UPHFOFSBUFBEWBODFECJPEJTQFSTBOUT

%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPOPG

water and oil samples from offshore

and to assess the performance of newly

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

/FXGPVOEMBOE BOEMPPLBUBMMUIFUZQFT

produced biodispersants and associated

BENCHMARKS
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Weiyun Lin

Understanding the root of the problem
WITH ANY thriving industry comes

endeavour is challenging, exhilarating

environmental concerns and mining is

BOEJOTQJSJOH wTBJE.T-JO

no exception.

The disposal of mining and metal-

Tailings, or wastes from mineral

"DDPSEJOHUP.T-JO UPEBUF 
the chemical effects on the sulfur
transformation have been widely

refinery wastes has been a major

documented, but, unfortunately, in-

processing operations, are a major

ongoing and widespread environmental

depth or systematic studies conducted

focus of environmental engineers,

DPODFSO"DJENJOFESBJOBHF ".% GSPN

on the microbiological effects on

and although many studies have

tailings and waste rock produced by

the sulfur transformation in the mine

been conducted on the weathering

mining operations tend to contain high

tailings environment are limited.

process of tailings, some component

NFUBMDPODFOUSBUJPOTXJUIMPXQ)MFWFMT

transformation reactions within the

due to the various physical, chemical and

%S)FMFO;IBOH XIPFODPVSBHFEIFS

system remain unclear, according to

microbiological weathering processes.

UPQVSTVFUIJTUPQJDBTQBSUPGIFS1I%

.FNPSJBMHSBEVBUFTUVEFOU8FJZVO-JO
i4PNFTUVEJFTPGFOWJSPONFOUBM

The intermediate sulfur compounds,

.T-JOXPSLTVOEFSUIFTVQFSWJTJPOPG

i%S;IBOHFNQIBTJ[FTUIBUB1I%

or thiosalts, are of great importance

study should be of substantial depth and

engineering emphasize the pollutant

due to their resistance to conventional

broadness and provide opportunities

treatment process and its optimization.

treatment processes and their potential

to involve multiple projects and to

I am more interested in exploring the

to generate acidity and to deteriorate

CVJMEPOFTTLJMMT w.T-JOTBJEi4IF

transport and fate of pollutants, to

water quality. The stability of the

teaches us how to become motivated

know what is going on in the black box.

sulfur compound and its treatment

and that has made my experience

.ZSFTFBSDISFRVJSFTLOPXMFEHFBOE

and disposal are dependent on the

BU.FNPSJBMBOFOKPZBCMFPOFw

lab work related to both microbiology

chemical and biological compositions

and chemistry, and every research

of the residue and the tailings pond.

8 BENCHMARKS
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Wood Group continues investment in Arctic
technology development
WOOD GROUP has renewed its

funding agencies to enable additional

“I thank the Wood Group for their

sponsorship of the Wood Group

research to be performed through the

DPOUJOVFEDPOUSJCVUJPOUP.FNPSJBMT

$IBJSJO"SDUJDBOE)BSTI&OWJSPONFOU

chair program.

SFTFBSDIDBQBDJUZ wTBJE%S(BSZ

&OHJOFFSJOHBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZGPS

“We are very pleased to extend

,BDIBOPTLJ QSFTJEFOUBOEWJDF

a second five-year term, from 2014 to

8PPE(SPVQTJOWFTUNFOUJO"SDUJD

DIBODFMMPSPG.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

2019.

and harsh environment engineering

“We are particularly well-positioned to

5IFSFTFBSDIDIBJSJOUIF'BDVMUZPG

technology, and to continue to support

conduct leading-edge research in ocean

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFXJMM

SFTFBSDIEFMJWFSFEGSPN/FXGPVOEMBOE

and harsh environment engineering,

benefit both undergraduate and post-

BOE-BCSBEPS wTBJE.JLF4USBVHIFO 

and the renewal of this funding is a

graduate engineering students. With the

HSPVQEJSFDUPSPG)44&BOEFYFDVUJWF

clear endorsement that the work being

"SDUJDBOEDPMESFHJPOTBTUSBUFHJDBMMZ

TQPOTPSPGUIFQSPHSBNi4FWFSBMPGPVS

done at this institution is world class,

important and challenging area of

CVTJOFTTVOJUT8PPE(SPVQ,FOOZ 

particularly in oil and gas exploration

future industry development, Wood

8PPE(SPVQ.VTUBOHBOE8PPE(SPVQ

BOEQSPEVDUJPOJO"SDUJDBOEIBSTI

Group’s objective is to develop enabling

14/BSFmSNMZDPNNJUUFEUPFYUSFNF

environments.”

technology and environmentally robust

environment technology development

solutions for offshore oil and gas

in key areas such as subsea and pipeline

underway and the successful candidate

developments in these regions. Wood

FOHJOFFSJOH JDFNFDIBOJDTBOE"SDUJD

will be appointed in 2014.

(SPVQJTJOWFTUJOH $%/UP

TUSVDUVSFTø5IFOFXDIBJSBU.FNPSJBM

sponsor the chair over the next five-year

6OJWFSTJUZXJMMDPOUJOVFUIFFYDFMMFOU

period. Over the past five years, Wood

XPSLPG%S4IBXO,FOOZ UIFPVUHPJOH

Group’s similar investment has been

chair, to support our partnership with the

leveraged by government and other

community there.”

The selection process for the chair is

Team Charlie Group
wins Term 3 Cube
Competition
ON NOV. 25, 2013, term 3 engineering students in
UIF.BUFSJBMTPG$POTUSVDUJPODPVSTFQBSUJDJQBUFEJOB
cube competition.
The students work in groups to design different
concrete mixtures using a number of variables such
as silica fume, fly ash, slag, metakaolin, fibers, etc.
The mixtures are tested to determine the strongest
mix design – the highest strength of a 50 x 50 x 50

Members of Team Charlie Group receive cheque from Jason Coish, general

concrete cube. The winning group, Charlie Group,

manager, Capital Ready Mix.

SFDFJWFE EPOBUFECZ$BQJUBM3FBEZ.JY
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ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

Engineering professor recipient of
Hebron Diversity research grant

Drs. Cecilia Moloney and
Francesca Kerton

DR. CECILIA MOLONEY is one of

4VDIDIBOHFTJOFOHJOFFSJOHFEVDBUJPO

minorities. The funds were to be split

UIFSFDJQJFOUTPGUIF)FCSPO%JWFSTJUZ

are anticipated to have positive impacts

CFUXFFOTUVEFOUTBUUFOEJOH.FNPSJBM

3FTFBSDI(SBOU

on the participation of women in these

6OJWFSTJUZBOEUIF$PMMFHFPGUIF/PSUI

professions, and to contribute more

"UMBOUJD

%S.PMPOFZSFDFJWFE(SBOU" XIJDI
is valued at $40,000 and is given to a

generally to the vibrancy of engineering

researcher to study the participation of

and related professions as we grapple

'VOE(SBOUTXFSFEFWFMPQFEUISPVHI

women and/or designated groups in

with the challenges of the 21st century.”

a separate one-time contribution of

math, science and engineering.

%S.PMPOFZJTJOUFSFTUFEJO

%S.PMPOFZBOEDPJOWFTUJHBUPST 

developing new methods of teaching

5IF)FCSPO%JWFSTJUZ3FTFBSDI

 GSPNUIF)FCSPO1SPKFDU
5IF)FCSPO1SPKFDUDPWFOUVSFST

%ST$FDJMF#BEFOIPSTU 'BDVMUZPG

engineering courses such as digital

BSF&YYPO.PCJM$BOBEB1SPQFSUJFT

&EVDBUJPOBOE+BOOB3PTBMFT 'BDVMUZ

signal processing, which require students

PQFSBUPS $IFWSPO$BOBEB 4VODPS

PG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF 

to integrate abstract mathematical

&OFSHZ*OD 4UBUPJM$BOBEBBOE/BMDPS

are interested in pursuing research on

theory with real-world application.

&OFSHZ

integrative pedagogies to advance

*O UIF)FCSPO1SPKFDUDP

%S'SBODFTDB,FSUPO BOBTTPDJBUF

the participation of women and other

venturers announced the establishment

QSPGFTTPSXJUIUIF%FQBSUNFOUPG

diversities in engineering.

of endowments totaling $1.5 million for

Chemistry, is the recipient of Grant B,

XPNFO "CPSJHJOBMQFPQMFT QFSTPOT

also valued at $40,000.

“We found that engineering
programs that teach differently are able

with disabilities and members of visible

to attract and retain more women,”
TBJE%S.PMPOFZi0GUFOUJNFT UIFTF
programs introduce new students to
engineering by sketching out the ways
that engineering helps solve pressing

“We found that engineering programs that teach
differently are able to attract and retain more women.”

social and environmental problems.
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– Dr. Cecilia Moloney

Data traffic
THE INTERNET has become the place to watch highdefinition television and videos, play games and listen
UPNVTJD"TUIFSFBTPOTUPMPHPOCFDPNFHSFBUFSFWFSZ
year, so do the number of users and the data traffic.
It is estimated that the increase in global Internet traffic
between 2015 and 2016 will be more than 330 exabytes —
which is almost equal to the amount of global Internet traffic
generated in 2011 — and that one in every five people
owns a cell phone, which means that most people are likely
BDDFTTJOHUIF*OUFSOFUPOUIFJSNPCJMFEFWJDFT"TBSFTVMU 
every year Internet service providers are experiencing a
greater demand for services, which, in turn, is driving the
development and introduction of new technologies.
“In wireless communications, 4G networks are being
commercially deployed and research has already started to
be carried out towards 5G, while in optical communications,
100 gigabit ethernet local area network systems are already
IFSF wTBJE%S0DUBWJB%PCSF BTTPDJBUFQSPGFTTPS 'BDVMUZ
PG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBM
%S%PCSFTSFTFBSDIBJNTUPmOETPMVUJPOTUP
diverse problems posed by the next generation
communications systems, and involves using cognitive
SBEJP $3 UFDIOPMPHZBTBWJBCMFTPMVUJPOUPUIFFGmDJFOU
spectrum utilization in wireless communications.
i4QFDUSVNIBTCFFODPOTJEFSFEUPCFBTDBSDFSFTPVSDF XIJMF
JUJTBDUVBMMZVOEFSVUJMJ[FE wTBJE%S%PCSFi$3UFDIOPMPHZ
aims to support dynamic spectrum access, which would
allow spectrum utilization by secondary users, when primary/

Dr. Dobre and her research student, Walid Jerjawi.

JODVNCFOUVTFSTEPOPUUSBOTNJU)PXFWFS TFDPOEBSZVTFST
should sense the environment and ensure transmission without
generating unwanted interference to the primary users. There

solution to achieve transmission rates higher than 100

BSFTFWFSBMBTQFDUTUIBUOFFEUPCFSFTPMWFECFGPSFUIF$3

gigabytes per second in the optical transport networks.

technology can be fully implemented in practical systems, such
as spectrum awareness, resource allocation and routing.”
%S%PCSFTXPSLPO$3UFDIOPMPHZJTTVQQPSUFECZUIF
/BUVSBM4DJFODFTBOE&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI$PVODJMPG$BOBEB
BOEUIF$PNNVOJDBUJPOT3FTFBSDI$FOUSFJO0UUBXB 0OU
*OBEEJUJPOUPIFSSFTFBSDIPO$3UFDIOPMPHZ %S

The goal is to apply orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing, a technique used in wireless communications,
to transmit at ultra-high speeds on optical transport
networks — the backbone for data transmission.
“While several technical challenges lie before us, as well as
the challenge of building an optical communications laboratory

%PCSFBOEGFMMPXGBDVMUZNFNCFS%S3BNBDIBOESBO

for experimental verifications, we hope that we will be successful

7FOLBUFTBOIBWFTUBSUFEBOBNCJUJPVT"UMBOUJD*OOPWBUJPO

JOQSPWJEJOHBDPNNFSDJBMMZWJBCMFTPMVUJPO wTBJE%S%PCSF

'VOE "*' QSPKFDUBJNJOHUPQSPWJEFBUFDIOPMPHJDBM
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A great mind and even
greater individual:
Dr. John Walsh leaves a legacy of respect and
appreciation
THIS PAST FEBRUARY %S+PIO8BMTI BQSPGFTTPSFNFSJUVTPG.FNPSJBMT'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF QBTTFEBXBZ%S8BMTIUBVHIUFMFDUSJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHBU.FNPSJBMCFUXFFOBOE BOEUIPTFXIP
knew him and worked with him will forever remember him
for his tremendous intellect, his teaching excellence and
his exceptional contributions to engineering research.
%S&SJD(JMM BOFMFDUSJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHQSPGFTTPSJOUIF
'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBM
LOFX%S8BMTIGPSBQQSPYJNBUFMZZFBST%S8BMTIXBT
IJTTVQFSWJTPSEVSJOHIJTNBTUFSTBOE1I%QSPHSBNTBOE

Dr. John Walsh

EVSJOHBOETJODFUIBUUJNF IFBOE%S8BMTIDPMMBCPSBUFE
WFSZDMPTFMZBOEXSPUFNBOZQVCMJDBUJPOTUPHFUIFS%S

SFDFJWFEUIF"XBSEPG&YDFMMFODFGSPNUIF"TTPDJBUJPO

Gill is saddened by his passing but grateful to have

PG1SPGFTTJPOBM&OHJOFFSTPG/FXGPVOEMBOE

known and learned from this extraordinary individual.
i)FXBTBSFTFBSDIFS NFOUPS UFBDIFS DPMMFBHVFBOE

%S8BMTIXFOUPOUPSFDFJWF#&OH )POT BOE1I%
EFHSFFTGSPNUIF5FDIOJDBM6OJWFSTJUZPG/PWB4DPUJBBOE

GSJFOE"OZPOFXIPIBEUIFHPPEGPSUVOFPGXPSLJOH

UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG$BMHBSZ SFTQFDUJWFMZ"GUFSUFBDIJOHBU

under his supervision counted it a pleasure and quite

$PODPSEJB6OJWFSTJUZGPSUXPZFBST %S8BMTISFUVSOFEUP

BOIPOPVS)FQSPWJEFETPNVDIPOXIJDIUPCVJME5IF

/FXGPVOEMBOEUPBTTVNFBGBDVMUZQPTJUJPOBU.FNPSJBM 

POHPJOHSFTFBSDIBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZJOUIFmFMETPG

a position he held until his retirement in 1996.

fundamental and applied electromagnetics, in particular the

5ISPVHIPVUIJTDBSFFS %S8BMTIIFMENBOZUJUMFT*O

efforts on surface wave radar, is a testament to his desire

BEEJUJPOUPCFJOHBOFOHJOFFSJOHQSPGFTTPSBU.FNPSJBM IF

to see the success of those willing to pursue the work.

was also an adjunct professor in electrical engineering at

)FXJMMCFUFSSJCMZNJTTFECZTPNBOZ wTBJE%S(JMM

UIF6OJWFSTJUZPG7JDUPSJBUFDIOJDBMEJSFDUPSPGUIF3FNPUF

%S+PIO8BMTITEJTUJOHVJTIFEDBSFFSBTBOFMFDUSPNBHOFUJDT

4FOTJOH(SPVQBUUIF$FOUSFGPS$PME0DFBO3FTPVSDFT

engineer began on the day he completed his electrical

&OHJOFFSJOH $$03& GPVOEJOHDIBJSNBOPG/PSUIFSO

FOHJOFFSJOHTUVEJFTJOGSPN.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

3BEBS4ZTUFNT-JNJUFE /34- OPX/PSUIFSO3BEBS

PG/FXGPVOEMBOE"UUIFUJNFPGIJTHSBEVBUJPO IFBMTP

*ODPSQPSBUFE /3* WJDFQSFTJEFOU 5FDIOJDBMPG/3*BOE
IPOPSBSZSFTFBSDIQSPGFTTPS .FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ6QVOUJM
IJTEFBUI %S8BMTIIFMEøUIFUJUMFTPGQSPGFTTPSFNFSJUVTBU

“The ongoing research at Memorial
University in the fields of fundamental
and applied electromagnetics, in
particular the efforts on surface wave
radar, is a testament to his desire to
see the success of those willing to
pursue the work. ”
– Dr. Eric Gill
12 BENCHMARKS
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.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZBOEWJDFQSFTJEFOU 5FDIOJDBMXJUIø/3*
%S8BMTITQBTUBDDPNQMJTINFOUTJOBTTPDJBUJPOXJUI.FNPSJBM
6OJWFSTJUZ $$03&BOE/3*TQFBLGPSUIFNTFMWFTBOEIJTNBOZ
peer-reviewed publications are indicative of the quality and
depth his work continues to command internationally. Those
who had the pleasure of knowing and learning from him will miss
him, but his legacy will continue to have far-reaching impact.
5PSFBENPSFPO%S8BMTITSFOPXOFEDBSFFS QMFBTF
go to: www.engr.mun.ca/people/jwalsh.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Dr. Amy Hsiao’s research on asset integrity issues of large-scale, light-weight aircraft
skins and innovative coatings will improve environmental adaptability of Bombardier
Dr. Amy Hsiao

415 water bombers, such as pictured above.

‘Globally conscious’
Advanced engineering research and training for harsh weather aircraft
HARSH WEATHER environments pro-

novel materials characterization and

vide a particular challenge for research-

environmental testing.

ers creating amphibious aircrafts.
%S"NZ)TJBPJTGPDVTJOHPOUIJT

With $600,000 in funding support
GSPN#PNCBSEJFSBOEUIF3FTFBSDI

%S)TJBPTSFTFBSDIXJMMJODMVEF

%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPO 3%$ 

corrosion testing and simulations,

%S)TJBPIPQFTUPDPOUSJCVUFUPXBSE

challenge. The associate professor in

mechanical testing, materials

best practices in corrosion monitoring,

.FNPSJBMT'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE

characterization, processing and

materials testing and structural marine

"QQMJFE4DJFODFJT[FSPJOHJOPOUIF

characterization of novel coating

operations.

prevention of corrosion of large-scale

and risk, safety and adaptability to

aluminum alloys used in the aircraft,

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPSTDMJNBUF

the exploration of fatigue and wear

“We will be developing corrosion-

“I am very excited to be leading
this research in collaboration with
Bombardier and with the support of

mechanisms leading to corrosion, and

testing capabilities to address the

UIF3%$ wTIFTBJEi3%$TJOWFTUNFOU

developing the use of novel coatings to

materials issues encountered by

supports us in addressing technical

optimize the lifetime of the material.

amphibious aircraft operating in coastal-

concerns shared by multinational

%S+PIO4IJSPLPGG XIPJTB

to-northern harsh environments, such as

companies such as Bombardier. The

DPMMBCPSBUPSPOUIFQSPKFDU BOE%S

those experienced in the province,” said

applied and collaborative nature of

)TJBPIBWFCFHVOUPFYQMPSFOPO

%S)TJBPi5IFTVSGBDFTBOEJOUFSGBDFT

the project exemplifies the province’s

destructive techniques to detect crack

of large-scale aluminum alloys used in

position as a proactive, globally-

growth and propagation in large-

amphibious aircraft applications are

conscious participant in advanced

scale aircraft structures and coupling

subjected to environmental and various

engineering research and training.”

these traditional techniques with

service conditions.”
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Dr. Rocky Taylor is the new
CARD Chair in Ice Mechanics
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY’S'BDVMUZPG

yet they also present engineers with

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFIBTB

some unique challenges. Working to

OFXSFTFBSDIDIBJS%S3PDLZ5BZMPSIBT

build the research programs and to help

CFFOBQQPJOUFEUIFOFX$"3% $FOUSF

train the personnel that will be needed

GPS"SDUJD3FTPVSDF%FWFMPQNFOU $IBJS

to overcome these challenges is a very

JO*DF.FDIBOJDT

stimulating and rewarding experience.”

5IFDIBJSJTGVOEFEUISPVHI$"3% 

%S3JDIBSE.BSDFBV WJDFQSFTJEFOU

a centre of excellence for medium-

SFTFBSDI .FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ TBJEUIF

UPMPOHUFSN"SDUJDSFTFBSDIBOE

appointment is the result of academia

EFWFMPQNFOU$"3%XBTGPVOEFECZ

and industry working together to have

$$03&JOXJUIDPSFGVOEJOHPG

huge impact.

$12.5 million over five years from the

Dr. Rocky Taylor

i5IF"SDUJDJTBOFDPMPHJDBMMZ

)JCFSOJBBOE5FSSB/PWBQSPKFDUT5IF

important region, yet there is so much

JO.FNPSJBMT'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOH

new chair will be funded using $500,000

to learn, and many unique challenges

BOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFCZUFBDIJOH

PWFSmWFZFBSTGSPNUIF$"3%QSPHSBN

IBWFZFUUPCFPWFSDPNF wTBJE%S

undergraduate and graduate courses,

.BSDFBVi5IFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGUIF

supervising student projects and theses

TUSFBNTJO$"3%TmWFZFBSSFTFBSDIBOE

OFX$"3%$IBJSJO*DF.FDIBOJDTXJMM

and providing academic and professional

development plan, the chair will work in

BMMPX.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZUPJODSFBTF

service.

QBSUOFSTIJQXJUI$"3%BOEJOEVTUSZUP

our understanding and research capacity

establish, promote maintain and seek

in this critical area while solidifying

JUTJODFQUJPOJO"HSBEVBUFPG

additional funding to grow a world-class

.FNPSJBMTQPTJUJPOBTBMFBEFSJOJDFBOE

.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ IFIPMETEPDUPSBM

research program that will strengthen

"SDUJDSFMBUFESFTFBSDIw

and master’s degrees in ocean and naval

Building upon one of the three

.FNPSJBMTSFTFBSDIDBQBCJMJUZJOWPMWJOH

i$$03&XBTDSFBUFEZFBSTBHP

%S5BZMPSIBTCFFOXJUI$"3%TJODF

architectural engineering, as well as an

ice loads on offshore structures and

to address the technological challenges

undergraduate degree in mechanical

DIBMMFOHFTBTTPDJBUFEXJUI"SDUJDPJMBOE

of oil and gas development offshore

FOHJOFFSJOH%S5BZMPSTSFTFBSDI

gas development.

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS wTBJE%S

focuses on significant ice-engineering

“It’s a real privilege to take on a

$IBSMFT3BOEFMM $$03&TQSFTJEFOUBOE

problems, particularly those related to

leadership role in this very important and

$&0i5XPZFBSTBHP BHBJOXJUIUIF

ice load estimation for the design of

interesting field of work. Ice loads are

IFMQPGJOEVTUSZ XFGPVOEFE$"3%UP

offshore structures and the mechanics

a dominant consideration for ships and

address the challenges of hydrocarbon

PGDPNQSFTTJWFJDFGBJMVSF.VDIPGIJT

structures designed for operations in ice-

development in even higher latitudes

work is focused on fracture processes in

prone offshore regions, and our research

and to foster the next generation of

ice and the analysis of associated scale

spans multiple scales of the ice-structure

"SDUJDFYQFSUT8FCFMJFWFDSFBUJOHUIF

FGGFDUT%S5BZMPSSFDFOUMZDPNQMFUFEBO

JOUFSBDUJPOQSPDFTT wTBJE%S5BZMPS

$"3%$IBJSJO*DF.FDIBOJDTXJMMTVQQPSU

3%$*HOJUFGVOEFEQSPHSBNGPDVTFEPO

that effort very effectively.”

spalling, non-simultaneous ice failure and

This work ranges from fundamental
investigations of the physical

"TUIFOFX$"3%$IBJSJO*DF

extension of the probabilistic fracture

mechanisms that limit ice forces during

.FDIBOJDT %S5BZMPSXJMMMFBESFTFBSDI

mechanics model developed during his

interactions to the development of

programs, building a team of full-time

doctoral studies, which were supported

robust probabilistic methods that can

researchers and graduate students and

CZ$$03&)FJTBMTPBDPJOWFTUJHBUPS

CFFNQMPZFEJOEFTJHOQSBDUJDF/FX

developing collaborative relationships

POB4UBUPJM3%$/4&3$GVOEFEJOJUJBUJWF

GSPOUJFSSFHJPOTIFSFJO/FXGPVOEMBOE

with other academic and industry-

focused on an investigation of dynamic

BOE-BCSBEPS BTXFMMBTUISPVHIPVUUIF

CBTFESFTFBSDIFST%S5BZMPSXJMMBMTP

interactions between ice and compliant

"SDUJD IPMEWBTUSFTPVSDFQPUFOUJBMBOE

contribute to a strong academic program

structures.
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Future entrepreneurs
WHEN YOU COMBINE an engineering

guest speakers — who are successful

professor who goes above and beyond

entrepreneurs in their own right — are

in her teaching methods, and a group of

TBZJOH wFYQMBJOFE%S)TJBP

students interested in learning how to

3FDFOUMZ %S)TJBPTAGVUVSF

create their own business, the possibili-

entrepreneurs’ were brought together

ties are endless.

WJB4LZQFXJUI$IBSMFT"EMFS DPGPVOEFS

%S"NZ)TJBPT#VTJOFTT1MBOOJOH

PG,JDLTUBSUFS BGVOEJOHQMBUGPSNGPS

BOE4USBUFHZJOBO&OUSFQSFOFVSJBM

DSFBUJWFQSPKFDUT4JODFJUTMBVODIJO

&OWJSPONFOUDPVSTFJOUSPEVDFTTUVEFOUT

 UIF,JDLTUBSUFSDPNNVOJUZIBT

to the concepts, issues and themes

funded everything from films, games and

related to business planning, strategy

music to art, design and technology. But,

and entrepreneurship. What is not

just how much impact do guest speakers

FWJEFOUPOUIFTVSGBDFIPXFWFS JTIPX

MJLF$IBSMFT"EMFSIBWFPOFOHJOFFSJOH

%S)TJBPUBLFTUIFDPVSTFDVSSJDVMVN

students, who are hoping to start their

Charles Adler is co-founder and Head of

to the next level treating her students

own companies someday and make a

Design at Kickstarter. Prior to Kick-

— or as she refers to them, ‘future

difference in society? Quite a bit, it turns

starter, Mr. Adler co-founded the online

entrepreneurs’ — to high-profile,

PVU5IBOLTUP%S)TJBP 5FSNTUVEFOU

art publication Subsystence as well as

guest speakers who have been where

$SBJH-ZODIHPUUPNFFU.S"EMFS

Source-ID, an independent interaction

her students are and have gone on to
become successful entrepreneurs.
i4UVEFOUTDBOMFBSOGSPNMFDUVSFT 

“The most important thing that I

design studio.

UPPLBXBZGSPN.S"EMFSTUBMLXBTUP
surround yourself with good people who

textbooks, case studies, etc. and

can help you achieve your goals. Your

TQFBLFST TVDIBT$IBSMFT"EMFS UPUBMLUP

that’s great. The guest speakers share

friends tend to be like-minded people,

VT4IFBMTPFODPVSBHFTUIFDMBTTUPBTL

experiences and knowledge that

so in order to achieve your goals it’s

lots of questions,” he added.

can’t always be captured by explicit

important to surround yourself with

knowledge, and can only be shared

people from different backgrounds and

XFSFPODFTUVEFOUTJO%S)TJBPT&/(*

through interaction and engagement,

different ideas,” he said.

DMBTTJODMVEF4UFQIFO3FEEJO 

i.e. what is not found in textbooks per

i%S)TJBPEPFTBHSFBUKPCLFFQJOH

Other guest speakers, many of whom

XIPDPGPVOEFE$BNCSBJ4PMVUJPOT

se. That is why I bring in guest speakers

the material interesting and making the

BTQBSUPGUIF8FTMFZ$MPWFSOFUXPSL

— I believe that students learn from

DMBTTFOHBHJOH4IFTIPXTWJEFPTBOE

"MFY#SPXO XIPDPGPVOEFE4PVSDF

listening to, and observing, what the

%SBHPOT%FOFQJTPEFTBOEJOWJUFTHVFTU

4UVEJPBOECFDBNFB(FOFTJT$FOUSF
DMJFOU%BWF3IFFT XIPDPGPVOEFE
2VJEJ7JEJ#SFXFSZ3BOEZ#JMMBSE DP
GPVOEFSPG7JSUVBM.BSJOF5FDIOPMPHJFT
.BVSJDF5VGG TFSJBMFOUSFQSFOFVSBOE
GPVOEFSPG3PPU'PVS*NBHJOBUJPO

“Dr. Hsiao does a great job keeping the material
interesting and making the class engaging. She shows
videos and Dragon’s Den episodes and invites guest
speakers, such as Charles Adler, to talk to us. She also
encourages the class to ask lots of questions,”

*OD-FPOBSE-ZF TFSJBMJOWFOUPSBOE
FOUSFQSFOFVSPG'PPU8PSLFS5IF
(FOFTJT$FOUSFBOEUIF3FTFBSDI
BOE%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPO

– Craig Lynch
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OCEAN AND NAVAL ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING

%S8FJ2JVBOEUIF$3&"5&UFBN

CREATE Training Program for Offshore Technology Research is
providing students with experience on the high seas
AT MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY, the

XJUIJOUFSOTIJQT%VSJOHBGPVSNPOUI

and international industry, classification

/BUVSBM4DJFODFTBOE&OHJOFFSJOH

internship, students work with our

societies, government agencies and

3FTFBSDI$PVODJMPG$BOBEB /4&3$ 

industry partners to hone their skills and

academia to carry out concentrated

$3&"5&5SBJOJOH1SPHSBNGPS0GGTIPSF

acquire practical experience,” explained

research and training in offshore

5FDIOPMPHZ3FTFBSDIJTRVJDLMZQSPWJOH

%S2JV

UFDIOPMPHZ"OFYBNQMFPGUIJTXPVME

to be a valuable part of Canada’s

“It’s a win-win-win situation, providing

be students in the program using an

strategy for training its labour force to fill

benefits to the university, the sponsoring

icebreaker model such as the one shown

well-paying jobs in our economy.

companies and the students,” he

JOUIFQJDUVSFXJUI%S2JVUPTUVEZ

explained. “Our industry partners,

ice-ship interactions with collaborative

training to support the offshore industry

DPNQBOJFTTVDIBT$POPDP1IJMMJQT 

partners. The program also addresses

came both from industry and academia,”

)VTLZ&OFSHZBOE"NFSJDBO#VSFBVPG

scientific challenges in offshore

TBJE%S8FJ2JV BOBTTPDJBUFQSPGFTTPS

4IJQQJOH BSFFYQFSJFODJOHBTIPSUBHF

design and operations. The internship

XJUI.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZT'BDVMUZPG

PGRVBMJmFEFNQMPZFFT.FNPSJBMIBT

opportunities promote interaction

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF

expertise in offshore research and

of trainees with academic and non-

XPSMEXJEFQBSUOFSTIJQT5IF$3&"5&

academic research environments, giving

this added training to highly qualified

program provides the companies with

them practical experience in teamwork,

students in the engineering faculty’s

UIFTLJMMFEQFPQMFUIFZOFFE.FNPSJBM

critical thinking, problem solving, writing,

disciplines of ocean and naval

has a great reputation that is further

presentation and networking skills,

architectural engineering, process

enhanced by this program expanding

mentoring and career development.

engineering, electrical engineering and

our research capability and our ability to

The end result is highly skilled young

civil engineering graduate programs and

attract students. The benefit to students

QSPGFTTJPOBMTUPIFMQCVJME"UMBOUJD

HSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTGSPNUIF'BDVMUZPG

is that it blends practical experience

Canada’s offshore industry.

4DJFODF DIFNJTUSZ 

with classroom training and laboratory

“The idea of providing practical

%S2JVMFBETUIFUFBNJOQSPWJEJOH

i8IBU.FNPSJBMJTEPJOHJTUBLJOH
students who are already trained

research. It’s a unique program.”
4JODF HSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTIBWF

5IF/4&3$$3&"5&5SBJOJOH
1SPHSBNJTGVOEFEVOUJMCZ/4&3$
XJUITVQQPSUGSPN1FUSPMFVN3FTFBSDI

in engineering and research for

been participating in internships that

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS 13/- UIF

offshore technology such as floating

cover all aspects of offshore activity.

3FTFBSDI%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPOPG

structures, mooring lines and risers,

The program aims to build on the

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS 3%$ BOE

corrosion material engineering and

region’s ocean research strengths and

.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

subsea systems, and providing them

brings together researchers, national
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Under ice:
uncovering the
Arctic’s secrets
DR. RALF BACHMAYER’S work takes
him to many interesting places around
the globe, but his focus for the past
few years has been developing tools to
help scientists to study what lies under
$BOBEBT"SDUJDJDF
“There is a need for more research in
order to better understand what’s going
POJOPVSPDFBOT wTBJE%S#BDINBZFS
GSPNIJT"VUPOPNPVT0DFBO4ZTUFNT
-BCPSBUPSZJOUIF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOH
BOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFi8FOFFENPSF

potential, relevance to Canada’s security

independent navigation and will be

information from the sea, especially from

and impact on our climate — factors of

able to cover larger distances, gathering

areas we can’t access.”

global significance.

research data for weeks and months at

%S#BDINBZFSBOEIJTUFBNBSF

“There are research groups in
Canada, but also in other countries

a time.
“Our goal is to be able to give these

TVDIBTUIF6, UIF64BOE/PSXBZ 

"67TNJTTJPOTMBTUJOHGSPNXFFLTUP

XPSLJOHXJUIMBSHFS"67TJOUIF"SDUJD

months under the ice and they just go

BOE"OUBSDUJDSFHJPOT wFYQMBJOFE%S

PGGBOEEPJU wTBJE%S#BDINBZFSi5IF

Bachmayer. “Our focus on relatively

main challenge is to come up with a

TNBMM CVUMPOHFOEVSBODF"67TXJMM

reliable navigation solution so they can

help us find out how water changes

find their way under the ice and back.

and flows and how the ocean moves

(14BOETUBOEBSEDPNNVOJDBUJPO

so we can better navigate it. It will also

sensors can not easily transmit through

improve our weather predictions and

UIFJDFBOEJGUIFTF"67TBSFXPSLJOH

our understanding of environmental

under a continuous ice surface, we need

conditions such as global warming,

them to be able to navigate towards the

which will enable us to work towards

nearest open water, or to a pre-planned

better protecting our oceans.”

rendezvous site, to transmit data and

3FTFBSDIPOUIF"SDUJDTIBSTI

then continue along their way.”

working on developing new capabilities

ocean climate has traditionally been

for underwater vehicles and equipping

WFSZMJNJUFEBOETQPSBEJD6ONBOOFE

ZFBSTPOUISFF"67T XJUIBGPVSUIPOJUT

them with sensors that can gather

underwater vehicles are usually deployed

way. “We’ve developed a propulsion

data in extreme environments. These

from ships using tethers and collect

system that uses very little power and

autonomous underwater vehicles

high-density data in a spatially, and often

JTIJHIMZFGmDJFOU0VS64QBSUOFSJT

The team has been working for five

"67T XJMMHBUIFSJOGPSNBUJPOPO

temporarily limited, fashion. In addition,

commercializing it and it will go into

temperature, salinity distribution, ocean

the missions, and therefore the planned

production shortly,” he states. “We’ve

currents and even bio-activity over

research, is often subject to weather

worked in western Greenland and next

long periods of time, which will provide

EFMBZTBOEDBODFMMBUJPOT5IF"67T

ZFBSXJMMCFUSBWFMMJOHPVUPG)BMJGBY

invaluable insight to better understand

CFJOHEFWFMPQFEBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

UPXBSETUIF"SDUJDUPEPTPNFNPSF

"SDUJDXBUFSTXJUIUIFJSFDPOPNJD

will be autonomous and capable of

trials.”
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Dr. Brian Veitch
appointed Husky
Energy Chair in
Oil and Gas
Research
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY’S'BDVMUZPG
&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFIBT
BOFXSFTFBSDIDIBJS%S#SJBO7FJUDI B
professor of ocean and naval architectural engineering, has been appointed
UIFOFX)VTLZ&OFSHZ$IBJSJO0JMBOE
Dr. Brian Veitch

(BT3FTFBSDI
)VTLZ&OFSHZJOJUJBUFEUIF
$2.5-million endowment in 2003.

Council. In 1998, he was appointed to

program focused on offshore

The current focus of the chair is to

UIF5FSSB/PWB1SPKFDU+VOJPS3FTFBSDI

engineering. Through our work, we

undertake an innovative research

$IBJSBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ XIFSF

aim to create an exciting teaching and

program in offshore oil and gas research,

he developed an applied research

learning environment for students and

with particular emphasis on offshore

program on ocean environmental risk

researchers alike, with the ultimate goal

engineering for harsh ocean and arctic

engineering. In parallel, he initiated an

of having a positive, practical impact on

environments.

inter-disciplinary research program on

UIFJOEVTUSZ wTBJE%S7FJUDI

øi5IF)VTLZ$IBJSJO0JMBOE

offshore and maritime safety with the

ø%S$ISJTUPQIFS-PPNJT QBTU

(BT3FTFBSDIXJMMTVQQPSUGVSUIFS

goal of improving the safety of life at

WJDFQSFTJEFOU SFTFBSDI .FNPSJBM

understanding of harsh environment

TFB)JTXPSLIBTHBSOFSFEBOVNCFSPG

6OJWFSTJUZ TBJEUIFBQQPJOUNFOUJTBO

PQFSBUJPOTBOEVOEFSTDPSFT)VTLZT

BXBSET JODMVEJOHUIF1SFTJEFOUT"XBSE

excellent example of industry-academic

commitment to help develop the

GPS0VUTUBOEJOH3FTFBSDIBU.FNPSJBM

collaboration.

province’s engineering capability in this

6OJWFSTJUZBOE5SBOTQPSU$BOBEBT

WFSZDIBMMFOHJOHBSFB wTBJE.BMDPMN

.BSJOF4BGFUZ"XBSE)FBMTPIFMQFE

steadily growing its research capacity

.BDMFBO TFOJPSWJDFQSFTJEFOUGPS)VTLZ

launch several technology companies

and building a reputation for innovative

&OFSHZT"UMBOUJD3FHJPOøi8FMPPL

with his graduate students.

PGGTIPSFFOHJOFFSJOHSFTFBSDI wTBJE%S

GPSXBSEUPXPSLJOHXJUI%S7FJUDIUP

In addition to his teaching

i5IF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHIBTCFFO

-PPNJTi5IFTVDDFTTPGGBDVMUZNFNCFST

make the Chair a key part of the local

SFTQPOTJCJMJUJFT %S7FJUDIIBTIFME

MJLF%S7FJUDIJTBUUSBDUJOHUIFBUUFOUJPO

research and education community.”

several administrative roles in the

PGJOEVTUSZQBSUOFSTMJLF)VTLZ&OFSHZ

ø%S#SJBO7FJUDIHSFXVQJO4U

faculty, and currently serves on the

and I have no doubt that this research

+PIOTBOEHSBEVBUFEGSPN.FNPSJBM

#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPGUIF3FTFBSDI

partnership will lead to further advances

with a bachelor of engineering degree,

%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPOPG

that will enhance our knowledge of

followed by a master of engineering

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

operating in harsh offshore environments

EFHSFF)FDPNQMFUFEGVSUIFSHSBEVBUF

“I am honoured and delighted to

and provide new insight to industry.”

TUVEJFTBU)FMTJOLJ6OJWFSTJUZPG

have the opportunity to serve as the

%S7FJUDIXBTTFMFDUFEGPSUIJT

Technology, where he focused on naval

)VTLZ&OFSHZ$IBJS*MPPLGPSXBSE

position after a thorough international

architecture and ocean engineering.

UPXPSLJOHJOQBSUOFSTIJQXJUI)VTLZ

TFBSDI5IFBQQPJOUNFOU FGGFDUJWF+BO

%S7FJUDISFUVSOFEUP$BOBEBJO

&OFSHZUPEFWFMPQBOJOUFSEJTDJQMJOBSZ

1, 2013, is a five-year renewable term.

UPXPSLXJUIUIF/BUJPOBM3FTFBSDI

research, development and innovation
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PROCESS ENGINEERING

Students work in the hydrometallurgy laboratory.

Process engineering program is meeting
academic and industry needs
IN 2010 .FNPSJBMT'BDVMUZPG

“We are extremely pleased with how

students received their bachelor

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF

successfully the process engineering

of engineering degree in process

introduced a new undergraduate

program has been developing. The

FOHJOFFSJOH%S,IBOJTFYDJUFEBCPVU

program in process engineering. The

accreditation would confirm that this

the opportunities that this program will

program is unique in Canada in that it

program meets very high standards

open up for the graduates.

focuses on the processing of natural

and graduates of the program will,

resources to value-added products.

undoubtedly, meet the growing needs of

safety- and environmentally-conscious

The diverse program encompasses new

the process and allied industries,” said

engineers, who will be very capable

development, design, optimization,

%S'BJTBM,IBO UIFGPVOEJOHQSPHSBN

to meet the needs of industry for

and operation of sustainable processes

chair.

sustainable engineering development,”

for societal needs. Graduates of the

"DDSFEJUBUJPOJTDPOEVDUFECZUIF

“Graduates of this program will be

TBJE%S,IBOi5IFZIBWFBUIPSPVHI

program use biological, chemical and

$BOBEJBO&OHJOFFSJOH"DDSFEJUBUJPO

knowledge of materials, chemical and

physical processing of substances to

#PBSE $&"# *UJTBQSPDFTTXIFSFCZ

physical sciences, and mathematics and

modify their nature, properties and/or

post-secondary undergraduate

an ability to apply this knowledge in

composition, to produce useful products

programs are evaluated according to

an economical and sustainable way to

such as petrochemicals, gasoline, diesel,

national standards, such as curriculum

society and industry.”

metals and alloys.

requirements, faculty, resources and

The program recently became
fully accredited and the first group of
TUVEFOUTHSBEVBUFEJO"QSJM

outcomes of the education.
%VSJOH.FNPSJBMTTQSJOH
convocation, 38 process engineering
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Safety and
integrity
highlighted
by Faculty of
Engineering and
Applied Science
ON MARCH 19-20, 2013, approximately
120 researchers and practitioners
DBNFUPHFUIFSBUUIF4IFSBUPO)PUFM
/FXGPVOEMBOEJO4U+PIOTGPSUIF

rescue issues and methods to address

JOBVHVSBM8PSLTIPQPO4BGFUZBOE

UIFNQSPEVDUJPO QSPDFTTJOHBOE

opportunity for key industry people

*OUFHSJUZ.BOBHFNFOUPG0QFSBUJPOTJO

transportation challenges and potential

to come together to talk about

)BSTI&OWJSPONFOUT

solutions and risk assessment and

issues of safety and integrity in harsh

management challenges and potential

environments and to collaboratively

solutions.

come up with possible solutions for

The workshop had a tall agenda
and exceeded expectations, according
UP%S'BJTBM,IBO XIPJTUIF7BMF

i)BSTIFOWJSPONFOUBEETBOFYUSB

“The workshop was the perfect

improvement,” he said. “It is important

3FTFBSDI$IBJSJO1SPDFTT4BGFUZBOE

degree of complexity in the assessment

to be proactive when dealing with some

3JTL&OHJOFFSJOHBOEGPVOEJOHDIBJS

BOENBOBHFNFOUPGSJTL wTBJE%S

of the concerns raised during the two

PGQSPDFTTFOHJOFFSJOHBU.FNPSJBM

,IBOi5IFEFWFMPQNFOUPGOBUVSBM

EBZT BOE%S,IBOJTUPCFDPNNFOEFE

6OJWFSTJUZ

SFTPVSDFTJOUIF"SDUJDBOETVC"SDUJDJT

for his foresight and for the overall

creating huge challenges. These regions

success of this workshop.”

“We are extremely pleased with how
everything went. The idea of a workshop

have some of the most severe harsh

on safety and integrity came to me last

environment conditions in the world

DPMMBCPSBUJWFFGGPSUTGSPN.FNPSJBM

fall. I wanted to bring together experts

with unique features such as ice and

6OJWFSTJUZ /BUVSBM4DJFODFBOE

from industry and academia to share

permafrost, complex degradation rates,

&OHJOFFSJOH3FTFBSDI$PVODJM /4&3$ 

knowledge and to discuss risk-based

unpredictable climate changes and high

3%$/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS 

solutions to the challenges faced in

uncertainty due to lack of knowledge

"NFSJDBO#VSFBVPG4IJQQJOH 7BMF

safety and integrity management in

in those areas. These important issues

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE8PPE(SPVQPG

natural resource development in harsh

require concerted efforts from all entities

Companies.

BOEGSPOUJFSBSFBT wFYQMBJOFE%S,IBO

and this is what this workshop was

The two-day workshop focused

all about, bringing those key players

on two important themes related to

together to find solutions.”

the management of natural resource

%FBOPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

development in harsh and frontier areas

4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBM %S(SFH/BUFSFS 

— namely safety and asset integrity.

chaired the steering committee, which

The main topics of the workshop

involved representatives from different

included safety and integrity challenges

JOEVTUSJFT)FXBTFYUSFNFMZQMFBTFE

in harsh environments and potential

with how everything went and praised

TPMVUJPOTDPSSPTJPOVOEFSJOTVMBUJPO

%S,IBOGPSQMBDJOHUIFTQPUMJHIUPO

XJOUFSJ[BUJPONFUIPETFWBDVBUJPOBOE

such an important area.
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“Harsh environment
adds an extra degree
of complexity in
the assessment and
management of risk.”
– Dr. Faisal Khan

Protecting our oceans,
one polymer at a time

From left to right: Drs. Christina Bottaro,
Kelly Hawboldt and Erika Merschrod

WHEN AN OIL SPILL occurs in the

or oil-spill tracking systems, we are

applications in medicine, biotechnology

marine environment, the impact is

targeting components of the oil

and civil defense.

huge, not to mention the devastation

that are most problematic in the

for marine life. Whether or not a major

environment due to their toxicity and/

part of all of this is being at the front end

marine disaster is inevitable with so

or persistence, which means they don’t

of disasters and in a position to prevent

much activity taking place on our

readily biodegrade and [as a result]

the negative impacts before they occur.

PDFBOT .FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZSFTFBSDIFST

bioaccumulate in animals and plants,”

are doing their part to be prepared to

FYQMBJOFE%S)BXCPMEU

protect our oceans.
The chief investigators of the

'PS%S)BXCPMEU UIFNPTUFYDJUJOH

“This funding will not only lead to
innovative sensors, but also delineate

The primary advantage of the small

the contaminants of concern in produced

.*1CBTFEEFWJDFTJTUIFJSTFOTJUJWJUZBOE

water and oil spills. We will be better

.JDSPnVJEJD4FOTPS5FDIOPMPHZ1SPKFDU

selectivity. When deployed into a marine

able to treat and respond to these

BSF%ST$ISJTUJOB#PUUBSPBOE&SJLB

FOWJSPONFOU UIF.*1TXJMMPOMZEFUFDU

events. This is especially true in harsh

.FSTDISPEPGUIF'BDVMUZPG4DJFODFT

targeted compounds, such as phenols,

environments where compounds may

%FQBSUNFOUPG$IFNJTUSZ BOE%S,FMMZ

heavier polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

disperse quickly and, are therefore,

)BXCPMEUPGUIF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOH

and other compounds that are toxic to

difficult to measure, but still have an

BOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF5IJTQSPKFDU

the marine environment, while avoiding

impact on the marine environment. In

aims to develop microfluidic sensor

irrelevant compounds, ensuring accuracy.

detecting these compounds, we will be

“That way, produced water-treatment

able to better assess the environmental

technology to measure contaminants in
harsh marine environments, especially

or oil-spill response systems can be

impact and address them through

oil-in-water. The core technology

tailored to focus on the contaminants

treatment and mitigation,” she said.

involved is molecularly imprinted

PGDPODFSO4JODFUIFTFOTPSTBSFTNBMM

QPMZNFST .*1T BOEBDDPNQBOZJOH

and simple, they can be used anywhere

cost of $3 million, will receive

sensing systems which can be deployed

samples need to be collected, and they

approximately $2.1 million from

for oil-spill monitoring and fate analysis,

can function in cold temperatures and

UIFGFEFSBM(PWFSONFOUT"UMBOUJD

or incorporated into the online analysis

VOEFSJDFDPWFS wTBJE%S)BXCPMEU

*OOPWBUJPO'VOE5IJTGVOEJOHTVQQPSUT

of produced water and tracking of oil
spills in the marine environment.
i6OMJLFUIFCVMLPGPOMJOFTZTUFNT

The long-term goal is to use

This project, with a total estimated

BEWBODFNFOUTJO/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE

the platform technology for the

-BCSBEPSTPDFBOUFDIOPMPHZDMVTUFS *5

commercialization of new biosensor

industry and medical research fields.
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purchase of laboratory equipment
BOESFTFBSDIJOUP&03
“The new building, its equipment
and staff will support research into
enhanced oil recovery, which is critical
to the continued success of the province
BOEUIFJOEVTUSZ wTBJE+BNJF-POH 
QSFTJEFOU).%$i0VSVMUJNBUFHPBM
is to increase oil recovery offshore
/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPSw
The investments will create a
world-class research laboratory in
.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZT#SVOFBV$FOUSF
GPS3FTFBSDIBOE*OOPWBUJPO
i5IFTVQQPSUGSPN3%$BOE).%$
XJMMFOBCMF.FNPSJBMUPCVJMEPOPVS
strengths in enhanced oil recovery,”
TBJE%S(BSZ,BDIBOPTLJ QSFTJEFOUBOE
WJDFDIBODFMMPS .FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZPG
/FXGPVOEMBOEi5IFTVQQPSUXFSFDFJWF
from the offshore industry, in partnership
Dr. Lesley James

with the provincial government, is
enabling us to develop expertise and

Investment of more than $3
million to support facility at
Memorial University

infrastructure that will be unmatched
in this country. I am confident that
UIFSFTFBSDIDPNQMFUFEJOUIF&03
laboratory will have a positive impact
on enhanced oil recovery capacity
and the province as a whole.”
%S-FTMFZ+BNFT BOBTTJTUBOU

TO SUPPORT research and identify

and business by investing in the

professor of process engineering and the

new ways to optimize oil recovery, the

highly-qualified researchers, innovative

$IFWSPO$IBJSJO1FUSPMFVN&OHJOFFSJOH

3FTFBSDI%FWFMPQNFOU$PSQPSBUJPO

research and world-class infrastructure

JOUIF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE

PG/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS 3%$ 

required to advance our development

"QQMJFE4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBM JTUIF

BOEUIF)JCFSOJB.BOBHFNFOUBOE

PQQPSUVOJUJFTw TBJE(MFOO+BOFT $&0 

QSJODJQBMJOWFTUJHBUPSPGUIFOFX&03

%FWFMPQNFOU$PNQBOZ-UE )%.$ 

3%$i#VJMEJOHOFXSFTFBSDIMBCTBOE

MBCPSBUPSZ)FSSFTFBSDIFYQFSUJTF

invested $1.635- and $1.7-million

GBDJMJUJFTJTDSJUJDBMUPFYQBOEJOHPVS3%

centers on the recovery of oil and gas

respectively last year for the creation of

capacity, and strengthening our long-

PGGTIPSF/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

a state-of-the-art enhanced oil recovery

term economic performance and global

i$POTUSVDUJPOPGUIF)JCFSOJB

SFTFBSDIGBDJMJUZBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

DPNQFUJUJWFOFTT"QQMJFE&03SFTFBSDI

&OIBODFE0JM3FDPWFSZ-BCPSBUPSZJT

represents a strategic investment that is

underway and, once complete, it will

will focus on enhanced oil recovery

critical to sustaining economic prosperity

house state-of-the-art experimental

&03 XIJDIJTVUJMJ[FEUPJODSFBTFUIF

JO/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPSw

equipment allowing us to perform

3FTFBSDIFGGPSUTJOUIFOFXMBCPSBUPSZ

amount of crude oil extracted from

5ISPVHIJUT$PMMBCPSBUJWF3%

an oil field and extend the field life.

QSPHSBN 3%$TGVOEJOHJTEFTJHOFE

reservoir conditions. The laboratory

'VOEJOHGSPN3%$BOE).%$XJMM

UPGPTUFS3%QBSUOFSTIJQTCFUXFFO

will enable pore- and core-scale

advance research and development

academic researchers and industry.

experimental investigations along

3% DBQBDJUZBU.FNPSJBM
i3%$DPOUJOVFTUPTVQQPSU
DPMMBCPSBUJWF3%CFUXFFOBDBEFNJB
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enhanced oil recovery experiments at

).%$TJOWFTUNFOUJTJO

with the ability to measure fluid,

addition to a 2012 investment of

rock and fluid-rock properties,”

more than $11 million to fund the

FYQMBJOFE%S+BNFT
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AWARDS

Dr. Eric Gill receives President’s Award for his teaching
DR. ERIC GILL is the recipient of The

approach have been invaluable to his

President’s Award for Distinguished

students.

Teaching for 2013, which recognizes

former and current students.”
Dr. Gill also won the 2013 Dean’s

For Dr. Gill, this award

Award for Teaching Excellence,

continued teaching excellence and

acknowledges that he has made a

an internal award in the Faculty of

outstanding achievement in teaching

positive impact for his students.

Engineering and Applied Science,

effectiveness.

“It gives a sense of satisfaction to

and in 2012, he was the recipient

know that perhaps I have positively

of the Professional Engineers and

computer engineering at Memorial

impacted the careers of others and

Geoscientists Newfoundland and

since 2000, Dr. Gill has earned the

that motivates me to try to continually

Labrador (PEGNL) Teaching Award

respect of students and colleagues.

improve my pedagogical techniques,”

given in recognition of exemplary

Dr. Gill teaches challenging core

he said. “I appreciate the recognition

contribution to engineering

engineering courses; however,

from my peers; however, what makes

education.

Dr. Gill’s knowledge of the course

this award even more special, is the

material and his unique teaching

positive feedback I receive from

A professor of electrical and

Dr. Faisal Khan receives
the President’s Award for
Outstanding Research

Dr. Faisal Khan

Dr. Eric Gill

Dean of engineering
receives prestigious
national award

DR. FAISAL KHAN is one of the

DR. GREG NATERER, dean of engineering and

SFDJQJFOUTPGUIF1SFTJEFOUT"XBSEGPS

BQQMJFETDJFODFBU.FNPSJBM JTUIFSFDJQJFOU

0VUTUBOEJOH3FTFBSDI XIJDISFDPHOJ[FT

PGUIF$BOBEJBO4PDJFUZGPS.FDIBOJDBM

young researchers who have made

&OHJOFFSJOHT $4.& +VMFT4UBDIJFXJD[

outstanding contributions to their scholarly

.FEBMUIFIJHIFTUBXBSEJO$BOBEBGPS

disciplines.

contributions to engineering heat transfer.

4JODFKPJOJOH.FNPSJBMJOBTBOBTTPDJBUFQSPGFTTPS %S

Dr. Greg Naterer

%S/BUFSFSXBTTFMFDUFECZBOBUJPOBM)POPVSTBOE"XBSET

,IBO XIPJTDIBJSPGQSPDFTTFOHJOFFSJOHBOEUIF7BMF3FTFBSDI

Committee comprised of his peers for his outstanding

$IBJSJO1SPDFTT3JTLBOE4BGFUZ&OHJOFFSJOH IBTDPOUJOVFEUP

DPOUSJCVUJPOTUPIFBUUSBOTGFSBOEUIFSNPEZOBNJDT"TBSFTVMUPG

work on safety and risk engineering and extended his research

%S/BUFSFSTSFTFBSDI OFXVOEFSTUBOEJOHBOEUFDIOPMPHJFTIBWF

scope by applying risk-engineering concepts to safety, asset

been developed in a diverse range of thermal engineering areas.

integrity management, pollution prevention, and renewable
FOFSHZ)FIBTEFWFMPQFENBOZBEWBODFESJTLCBTFETBGFUZ
and integrity management methodologies and models.
)JTSFTFBSDIBDIJFWFNFOUTJODMVEFUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUPGB

%S/BUFSFSJTOPUPOMZUISJMMFEUPSFDFJWFUIJTNFEBM CVUBMTPUP
be recognized by his peers for his research and teaching.
“It is a proud achievement to receive this prestigious award
GSPN$4.&JOBOBSFBXIFSF*IBWFXPSLFEGPSNPSFUIBOUXP

unique research health safety and environmental laboratory

EFDBEFT*BNHSBUFGVMUP$4.& DPMMFBHVFTBOETUVEFOUTXIP

facility for advanced experiments and model development

made this success possible and for my contributions to be

related to health, safety and risk. The facility is well known by

recognized for having a positive impact on industry and society,”

the oil and gas and chemical processing industries and has

TBJE%S/BUFSFS

been instrumental in developing national and international
collaborations.
'PS%S,IBO SFDFJWJOHTVDIBQSFTUJHJPVTQFFSOPNJOBUFE
award is about recognition of a continued effort of learning.
i'PSNF BXBSETBSFOUNJMFTUPOFTPSTVDDFTTQBSBNFUFST*U

5IF+VMFT4UBDIJFXJD[.FEBMXBTFTUBCMJTIFEJOUP
IPOPVSUIFMBUF+VMFT4UBDIJFXJD[ XIPXBTBMPOHUJNFQSPGFTTPS
PGNFDIBOJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHBU.D(JMM6OJWFSTJUZ5IFNFEBM
recognizes outstanding contributions in the field of heat transfer,
JODMVEJOHEFTJHO SFTFBSDI NBOVGBDUVSJOHBOEUFBDIJOH$4.&

is a motivational recognition that my peers value my efforts. It

KPJOUMZBXBSETUIFNFEBMXJUIUIF$BOBEJBO4PDJFUZGPS$IFNJDBM

is extremely satisfying that my peers understand and recognize

&OHJOFFSJOH $4$& 

XIBU*BNEPJOHBOEUSZJOHUPBDIJFWF wTBJE%S,IBO
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Dr. Kelly Hawboldt receives Bantrel Award
DR. KELLY HAWBOLDT, a process engineering professor

limit the use of traditional

BU.FNPSJBM SFDFJWFEUIF#BOUSFM"XBSEJO%FTJHO

processing and management

BOE*OEVTUSJBM1SBDUJDFGPSIFSDPOUSJCVUJPOTUPUIFmFMEPG

approaches to maximize products

contaminant removal from gas streams, biofuel from processing

from natural resources.

waste and emissions from offshore oil and gas operations,

“It is important to me that the
Dr. Kelly Hawboldt

BXBSEFECZUIF$BOBEJBO4PDJFUZGPS$IFNJDBM&OHJOFFSJOH

work I do has a tangible outcome,

$4$I& %S)BXCPMEUTDBSFFSIBTGPDVTFEPOUIFTVTUBJOBCMF

even if it is years away. I want to

processing of natural resources, and she has made significant

develop processes and products that are sustainable in nature

contributions in processing natural resources sustainably and

and have minimal impact on the environment in both the

utilizing the products in remote and harsh environments where

production and use to enhance sustainability of regions,” said

infrastructure and the use of traditional processes are limited.

%S)BXCPMEUi5IJTBXBSESFDPHOJ[FTUIBU*BNIFBEJOHJOUIF

%S)BXCPMEUBOEIFSUFBNXPSLJOUIFBSFBPGHSFFO
processing of natural resources, specifically in developing

right direction and, hopefully, highlights the connection between
research and development and industrial application.”

processes and/or products whereby location and/or infrastructure

Dr. Leonard Lye receives
Glenn Roy Blundon Award

Dr. Dennis Peters
elected to PEGNL’s
Board of Directors

ABOUT 20 YEARS after he founded and
CFDBNFDPPSEJOBUPSPGUIF4U+PIOT

DR. DENNIS PETERS was

$IBQUFSPGUIF5FUSB4PDJFUZ %S-FPOBSE

FMFDUFE$IBJS&MFDUPGUIF

-ZFBOEUIF4PDJFUZSFDFJWFEUIF(MFOO3PZ

#PBSEPG%JSFDUPSTPGUIF

#MVOEPO"XBSEGPSFYDFMMFODFJOEJTBCJMJUZ

1SPGFTTJPOBM&OHJOFFSTBOE
(FPTDJFOUJTUTPG/FXGPVOEMBOE

accommodation.
Dr. Leonard Lye

“I am extremely grateful for this

Dr. Dennis Peters

BOE-BCSBEPS 1&(/- 
%S1FUFSTKPJOFE.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ

SFDPHOJUJPO)FMQJOHQFPQMF XIPNBZOPU
otherwise have the means to find a solution on their own, is very

in 1998 as an assistant professor of electrical and computer

SFXBSEJOH wTBJE%S-ZFi'PSNF JUTBSFBTPOUPCFBOFOHJOFFS

FOHJOFFSJOH)JTUFBDIJOHJTQSJNBSJMZJOUIFBSFBPGTPGUXBSF 

I am very thankful for all the volunteers and support over the

ranging from introductory programming courses to advanced

years. This was my initiative and my vision but I couldn’t have

topics such as software engineering and concurrent

done this without a lot of help.”

QSPHSBNNJOH)JTSFTFBSDIGPDVTFTPOEFWFMPQJOHUFDIOJRVFT

*OUIFNJET %S-ZFSFBEBOBSUJDMFBCPVUIPX5FUSB

and tools to facilitate the production, analysis and use of

4PDJFUZGPVOEFS 4BN4VMMJWBO DPOUBDUFEUIFMPDBMBTTPDJBUJPOPG

documentation for computer system behavioural requirements

professional engineers in Vancouver, BC for technical help after a

and design.

skiing accident left him almost completely paralyzed.
i"GUFS*SFBEUIFBSUJDMF *UIPVHIU XFBSFUIFJEFBMQMBDFUP

“I’m honoured that my professional colleagues have shown
UIFJSDPOmEFODFJONFCZFMFDUJOHNFUPUIJTQPTJUJPO wTBJE%S

have a society like this,” he said. “I talked to several other faculty

1FUFSTi5IJTSPMFXJMMHJWFNFUIFPQQPSUVOJUZUPTFFBOPUIFS

members who supported the idea. I applied and was approved.”

TJEFPGIPX1&(/-XPSLTBOEUPXPSLXJUITPNFUSVMZJOTQJSJOH

0WFSUIFZFBST %S-ZFBOEUIF5FUSB4PDJFUZIBWFSFDFJWFE

colleagues on its board of directors. I’m looking forward to this

USFNFOEPVTTVQQPSUGSPN%S-ZFTDPMMFBHVFTJOUIF'BDVMUZ

opportunity and to serving over the next three years as I move

PG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFBOEGSPNFNQMPZFFTJO

through to chair and past chair.”

.FNPSJBMT5FDIOJDBM4FSWJDFT%JWJTJPO
'PSNPSFJOGPSNBUJPOPO5FUSB4PDJFUZBOEUIFMPDBMDIBQUFS
and how you can become involved, visit www.tetrasociety.org.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

Engineering open house is a huge success
ON SATURDAY .BSDI  UIF

JODMVEJOHUIFXBWFUPXJOHUBOLNBDIJOF

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

TIPQBVUPOPNPVTPDFBOTZTUFNT

4DJFODFIPTUFEBOPQFOIPVTFBT

MBCPSBUPSZSFTDVFDSBGUTJNVMBUPS

QBSUPGUIF/BUJPOBM&OHJOFFSJOHBOE

TUSVDUVSFTMBCPSBUPSZBOETBOECFE

Geoscience month. The open house was

erosion facility, among others.

an opportunity for the public, potential

/BP UIFGBDVMUZTIVNBOPJESPCPU XBT

students and media to learn about

there to greet people and told visitors

engineering and its working laboratories.

about the cool world of engineering and

Visitors were greeted by information

what faculty and students work on as part

booths represented by various groups and
EFQBSUNFOUTBTTPDJBUFEXJUI.FNPSJBM
FOHJOFFSJOH TVDIBT&OHJOFFSJOH
6OEFSHSBEVBUF4UVEFOU4PDJFUZ#

of the program’s curriculum.
The open house drew a good number of
visitors and will become an annual event.
5IF'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

.FNPSJBM#BKB5FBNUIFMPDBMDIBQUFSPG

4DJFODFUIBOLTBMMUIPTFXIPIFMQFE

&OHJOFFST8JUIPVU#PSEFST&OHJOFFSJOH

make the event a huge success, including

$PPQFSBUJWF&EVDBUJPO.FNPSJBM4UVEFOU

UIFPSHBOJ[FSTGBDVMUZBOETUBGGXIP

3FDSVJUNFOUUIF4U+PIOT$IBQUFS

volunteered at the information booths

PG5FUSB4PDJFUZPG/PSUI"NFSJDBUIF

BOEUIFHVJEFEUPVSTPGUIFMBCPSBUPSJFT

$BOBEJBO4PDJFUZGPS$JWJM&OHJOFFSJOHBOE

UIFFOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOUWPMVOUFFSTBOE

1SPGFTTJPOBM&OHJOFFSTBOE(FPTDJFOUJTUT

of course, to the visitors who came to see

PG/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

XIBU.FNPSJBM&OHJOFFSJOHIBTUPPGGFS

Visitors could also tour laboratories,

Summer camps for future engineers
IN 2013, Memorial’s Faculty of

roles in industries in our province and

Engineering and Applied Science held

internationally. Nurturing young minds

engaging and educational summer camps

and encouraging them to explore the

for youth, ages 9 to 18.

wide world of engineering is a fantastic

Camp offerings included Robotics,

way to ensure today’s youth have

Junior Engineers and Girl Quest and an

opportunities to tap into these growing

ArcticENGINEER enrichment program.

fields.

Co-ordinators worked extremely hard to

Memorial’s Faculty of Engineering and

ensure that participants had a summer to

Applied Science proudly offers Robotics

remember.

and Junior Engineers. Girl Quest is

“We had so much fun teaching kids all

been made possible through generous

about engineering,” said co-ordinator

funding from Hebron and Hibernia

Kathryn Hong. “From exploring the world

Management and Development Company

of robotics to the depths of engineering,

Ltd., ArcticENGINEER is funded by the

science, mathematics and technology to

Research & Development Corporation

the exciting field of Arctic engineering —

through its ArcticTECH.

participants had as much fun as we did as
their inner explorer took over.”

For information on summer camps for
2014, visit: www.engr.mun.ca/community/

Engineers are playing valuable

BENCHMARKS
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Fostering curiosity
and ambition for
engineering in
southern Labrador’s
youth
An aerial view of Black Tickle, one of three communities the Memorial contingent
THIS PAST SEPTEMBER, after two years

visited in southern Labrador.

of hard work and planning, members
PG.FNPSJBMT"CPSJHJOBM"NCBTTBEPS

interested schools we met with agreed

educate youth about engineering, we

1SPHSBN ""1 $PNNJUUFF BQBSUOFSTIJQ

that an introduction to engineering and

are excited. The faculty was very eager

CFUXFFO.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ UIF

engineering technology would be a

UPIFMQ"GUFSBMPUPGQMBOOJOH JUXBT

$PMMFHFPGUIF/PSUI"UMBOUJDBOEUIF

great topic. The committee worked to

rewarding to see it all come together,”

/VOBUV,BWVU$PNNVOJUZ$PVODJM 

ensure that engineering concepts were

TBJE1SPG'JTIFS

USBWFMMFEUPTPVUIFSO-BCSBEPSUP

introduced in a culturally relevant manner,

speak with southern Inuit youth about

resonating with the students and their

back home to talk to youth was a unique

engineering and engineering technology.

communities.

experience and one they won’t forget

5IFQJMPUQSPKFDUJTQBSUPG.FNPSJBMT

“We also wanted to provide current

'PSUIFTUVEFOUBNCBTTBEPST UIFUSJQ

anytime soon.

""1BOEXBTEFTJHOFEUPCSJOH

"CPSJHJOBMTUVEFOUTGSPN.FNPSJBMBOE

educational awareness to southern Inuit

PS"CPSJHJOBMHSBEVBUFTPG.FNPSJBM UIF

have the opportunity to be a role model

TUVEFOUTJO(SBEFT"NZ)VETPO 

.BSJOF*OTUJUVUFBOEUIF$PMMFHFPGUIF

GPSUIF"CPSJHJOBMZPVUIPGTPVUIFSO

XJUI.FNPSJBMT"CPSJHJOBM"GGBJST BOE

/PSUI"UMBOUJDXJUIBVOJRVFPQQPSUVOJUZ

-BCSBEPS wTBJE#SJBO1PUUMF BGPVSUIZFBS

to be ambassadors and talk about their

electrical engineering student. “I hope to

university/college experiences and why

continually contribute to the motivation

they chose engineering as a career.”

GPSTVDDFTTBNPOH"CPSJHJOBMZPVUIw

%VSJOHUIFmWFEBZUSJQ .T)VETPO

“I was both honoured and privileged to

'JSTUZFBSDJWJMFOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOU

BOE.T1JMHSJNBOEUXP"CPSJHJOBM

4IFMEPO#BJLJFTBJEIFXPVMEIBWF

engineering students visited three

appreciated an opportunity like this one

schools and presented their personal

when he was growing up.

stories as well as a hands-on engineeringrelated activity with the students.
.T1JMHSJN BOBUJWFPGOPSUIFSO

i5IF"CPSJHJOBM"NCBTTBEPS1SPHSBN
is very important for young students in
SFNPUF-BCSBEPSDPNNVOJUJFT*LOPX

-BCSBEPS CFMJFWFTUIFJOJUJBUJWF

NZTFMG HSPXJOHVQJO-BCSBEPS *EJEOU

benefitted everyone involved.

know what the field of engineering is

“There is such an appreciation by

all about,” he said. “It’s very important

UIFQFPQMFMJWJOHJOSFNPUF"CPSJHJOBM

to go to these communities to educate

Brian Pottle and Sheldon Baikie do an

communities when we actually visit the

students.”

engineering activity with the students.

communities – it builds relationships,” she

The hope is that initiatives similar to

TBJEi'PSUIJTQBSUJDVMBSUSJQ BMMGPVSPGVT

this one will continue as a way of reaching

7BMFSJ1JMHSJNPG.FNPSJBMT"CPSJHJOBM

BSFPSJHJOBMMZGSPN-BCSBEPSTPUIBUXBT

PVUUP"CPSJHJOBMZPVUIJOSFNPUFBSFBTPG

3FTPVSDF0GmDF XFSFUXPPGGPVS

extra special for us and for the students

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS

JOEJWJEVBMTXIPUSBWFMMFEUP-BCSBEPS

we met.”

“The project was two-fold,” said

“There is tremendous value in

"OEZ'JTIFSJTUIFBTTPDJBUFEFBOPG

engaging with our youth in a way that

.T)VETPOi8FXBOUFEUPDSFBUFBO

undergraduate engineering and he was

fosters ambition and curiosity, and it is

opportunity for educational awareness,

thrilled to be a part of this initiative.

our sincerest hope that the ambassador

and, as part of the planning process,
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS

Faculty of
Engineering and
Applied Science
awarded full
accreditation of
its undergraduate
co-op programs
THE FACULTYPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE
"QQMJFE4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ
PG/FXGPVOEMBOEIBTCFFOBXBSEFE
GVMMBDDSFEJUBUJPOTUBUVTUP+VOF 
2017 of its undergraduate co-op
programs in civil, computer, electrical,
mechanical and process engineering by
UIF$BOBEJBO&OHJOFFSJOH"DDSFEJUBUJPO
#PBSE $&"# 5IFGBDVMUZTPDFBOBOE
naval architectural engineering program
received a six-year accreditation in 2011,
which means that all six undergraduate
engineering programs are now aligned
UPDPJODJEFUPHFUIFSGPSUIFOFYU$&"#
accreditation review in 2017.
i"DDSFEJUBUJPOJTBOFTTFOUJBM
requirement of our programs. This is
great news for the faculty and for our
students, in particular. It is especially
good news for our process engineering
program which received four years for
JUTmSTUBDDSFEJUBUJPO/FXQSPHSBNT
normally receive three years for first-time
accreditation, so it is an exceptional
achievement for our new program

engineering programs in Canada. The

The accreditation process is a vigorous

UPSFDFJWFGPVSZFBST wTBJE%S(SFH

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

one and involves a lot of hard work and

/BUFSFS EFBO 'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOH

4DJFODFBU.FNPSJBMIBTBMPOH QSPVE

preparation. I want to thank everyone

BOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF .FNPSJBM

history of accredited engineering co-op

XIPDPOUSJCVUFE FTQFDJBMMZ"OEZ'JTIFS 

6OJWFSTJUZ

education. It is dedicated to providing

BTTPDJBUFEFBO VOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEJFT

students with the very best quality of

'BJTBM,IBO DIBJS QSPDFTTFOHJOFFSJOH

worldwide. It involves quantitative

undergraduate engineering programs in

BTXFMMBT%BSSZM1JLFBOE/JDPMF

and qualitative evaluations of the

Canada and around the world.

%FWFSFBVY8FBSFWFSZQSPVEPGPVS

$&"#BDDSFEJUBUJPOJTSFDPHOJ[FE

curriculum, program environment and

“This was a great team effort and a

learning outcomes for undergraduate

major accomplishment for our faculty.
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Undergraduate female enrolment at
Memorial University highest in Canada
AT 29 PER CENT .FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZT

move forward and expand our faculty.

scholarships and initiatives at the

percentage of female first-year

&OHJOFFSJOHJTBOFYDJUJOH SFXBSEJOHBOE

undergraduate level in support of female

undergraduate engineering students

fulfilling career choice.”

TUVEFOUT wTBJE%S/BUFSFSi8FTVQQPSU

is the highest of any major Canadian

With a long-standing tradition of

8PNFOJO4DJFODFBOE&OHJOFFSJOH

graduating exceptional engineers, a

/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS 8*4&

co-operative education model, a unique

/- JOJUJBUJWFT BOEFODPVSBHFQBSFOUT

BMPOHUJNFQSJPSJUZPGUIF'BDVMUZPG

process engineering program, and

who have daughters exploring their

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFUIF

/PSUI"NFSJDBTPOMZVOEFSHSBEVBUF

options for post-secondary education

NPTUSFDFOUEBUBVOEFSTDPSFT.FNPSJBMT

program in ocean and naval architectural

to consider engineering. We’re hoping

leadership in recruiting women to the

engineering, it’s not surprising that

that engineering can become a more

field.

.FNPSJBMJTUIFUPQDIPJDFPGGFNBMF

traditional career option for women.

engineering school.
Increasing female enrolment has been

/FX#SVOTXJDLOBUJWF .BSHPU(SBOU JT
BO&OHJOFFSJOH0OFTUVEFOU XIJDISFGFST
to the common first-year coursework that
all engineering students must complete.
“While I am still trying to figure out
my education, my decision to enroll in
.FNPSJBMTFOHJOFFSJOHQSPHSBNXBT
based on my interest in pursuing a career
that encourages women, and because
of the faculty’s co-operative education
engineering program,” she explained.
+FTTJDB.BD-FBO BUIJSEZFBSDJWJM
FOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOU JTGSPN)BMJGBY
and is happy with her choice to move
further east to pursue an undergraduate
FOHJOFFSJOHEFHSFFBU.FNPSJBMi*
DIPTF.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZUPQVSTVF
my engineering undergraduate degree
because of the 24 months of cooperative education included in the
Cheryl Keough, student liaison officer, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science,

program, as well as the affordable cost of

speaks with some junior high students.

tuition,” she said.
'PS%S/BUFSFS BXFMDPNJOHBOE

“One of our important ongoing goals
in recruitment and retention is student
diversity and women in engineering,”

students who want to pursue an

supportive environment for female

undergraduate engineering degree.

TUVEFOUTMJLF.T(SBOUBOE.T.BD-FBO

"TQBSUPGJUTi7JTJPOwTUSBUFHJD

is important. The faculty will continue

TBJE%S(SFH/BUFSFS EFBO 'BDVMUZPG

plan, the faculty aims over the next

building upon its existing initiatives

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFi8F

six years to increase the number of

and expanding to others in a multi-

are pleased that our number of and

graduates from 155 to 250 by the year

year action plan that aims to increase

proportion of female undergraduate

2020, and a significant part of the growth

student diversity and, specifically, female

students has been increasing, and we

plan is to increase female enrolment.

representation in engineering.

hope to continue improving as we
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Driven to improve
the world
MECHANICAL ENGINEERINGHSBEVBUF-BVSB1JUUNBOBEKVTUFE
FYDFQUJPOBMMZXFMMUPVOJWFSTJUZMJGF5IF4U+PIOTOBUJWF XIP
CFHBOBCBDIFMPSPGFOHJOFFSJOHEFHSFFBU.FNPSJBMJO4FQU
2007, was awarded numerous awards and scholarships during
IFSVOEFSHSBEVBUFZFBST4IFXBTOBNFEUPUIF%FBOT-JTU
every year, earned national recognition when she won the 2011
$BOBEJBO"TTPDJBUJPOGPS$PPQFSBUJWF&EVDBUJPO $"'$& 
$PPQ4UVEFOUPGUIF:FBSBXBSEBmSTUGPSB.FNPSJBM
6OJWFSTJUZTUVEFOUBOEXBTOBNFEUIF3IPEFT4DIPMBSGSPN
/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPSGPS
i*UJTBOJODSFEJCMFIPOPVSUPCFOBNFEB3IPEFT4DIPMBSGPS
/FXGPVOEMBOEBOE-BCSBEPS wTIFTBJEi'PSNFUIJTTDIPMBSTIJQ
is much more than simply educational funding — it means
becoming a part of a group of motivated and passionate people
who are driven to improve the world.”
8JUIIFSFOHJOFFSJOHEFHSFFJOIBOE .T1JUUNBOJT
DPOUJOVJOHIFSTUVEJFTBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG0YGPSEBOEXPSLJOH
UPXBSETB.BTUFSPG4DJFODFJO#JPNFEJDBM&OHJOFFSJOHGPMMPXFE
CZB.BTUFSPG#VTJOFTT"ENJOJTUSBUJPO)FSDVSSFOUSFTFBSDIJT
based on tissue engineering and focuses on the development
of a novel scaffold that will improve the outcomes of spinal

Laura Pittman

fusion surgery, a common procedure for those suffering from
degenerative disk disease.
“Things at Oxford are going really well,” she said. “The
FEVDBUJPOBMTZTUFNIFSFJTRVJUFEJGGFSFOUGSPN/PSUI"NFSJDB
it’s much more focused on independent learning with lectures

judged including making the most of one’s talents, achieving
BDBEFNJDFYDFMMFODFBOEEFNPOTUSBUJOHMFBEFSTIJQBOE
devotion to duty.”
.T1JUUNBOJTBEKVTUJOHXFMMUPMJGF BOEIFSTUVEJFT PWFSTFBT 

introducing areas in which you can further investigate on your

and realizes the opportunity she has earned will make her much

own time.”

better prepared for her career goals.

%S(SFH/BUFSFS EFBO 'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

“With the world becoming a more interrelated community

4DJFODF XBTUISJMMFEUPMFBSOPG.T1JUUNBOTMBUFTUIPOPVSBOE

and the economy depending on global interactions, I think it

believes she will do extremely well in the future.

is imperative to gain a global perspective if I am to achieve my

i"TBEFBOJUJTTPXPOEFSGVMUPTFFPVSTUVEFOUTTVDDFFE
.T1JUUNBOIBTDFSUBJOMZFBSOFEUIJTIPOPVSBOE*NDFSUBJO
TIFXJMMIBWFNBOZHSFBUBDDPNQMJTINFOUTJOIFSMJGF4IFJTBO

goal of leading a successful international business enterprise in
the future,” she explained.
.T1JUUNBOHSBEVBUFEXJUIBCBDIFMPSPGFOHJOFFSJOHJO"QSJM

inspirational role model for young women and for all engineering

%VSJOHIFSUJNFBTBOVOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUBU.FNPSJBM 

students. We can not express in words how proud we all feel

TIFXBTWJDFQSFTJEFOUBDBEFNJDPG.FNPSJBM&OHJOFFSJOHT

about her achievements.”

TUVEFOUTPDJFUZTIFXBTUIFQSPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUEJSFDUPS

%S/JDL,SPVHMJDPGJTUIFIFBEPGNFDIBOJDBMFOHJOFFSJOHBU

GPS/FXGPVOEMBOEXJUIUIF"UMBOUJD$PVODJMPG&OHJOFFSJOH

.FNPSJBMBOEXBTOPUTVSQSJTFEXIFOIFIFBSEUIBU.T1JUUNBO

4UVEFOUTDPNQFUFEPOUIF.6/4FB)BXLT8PNFOT4PDDFS

IBECFFOOBNFEB3IPEFT4DIPMBS

5FBNDPBDIFEKVOJPSIJHIBOEIJHITDIPPMWPMMFZCBMMUFBNTBOE

“It’s hard to imagine a more qualified candidate for what
NBOZDPOTJEFSUIFNPTUQSFTUJHJPVTTDIPMBSTIJQJOUIFXPSME.T

XBTOBNFEUPUIF+VCJMFF4FOJPS8PNFOT4PDDFS"MM4UBS5FBN
in 2010 and 2012.

1JUUNBOFQJUPNJ[FTBMMUIFWJSUVFTCZXIJDI3IPEFT4DIPMBSTBSF
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Memorial
engineering
students receive
largest ever
scholarships
from the Kohler
Foundation
TWO UNDERGRADUATE engineerJOHTUVEFOUTGSPN.FNPSJBMSFDFJWFE
a significant boost recently when they
CFDBNFUIFmSTUSFDJQJFOUTPGUIF1FUFS
,PIMFS4DIPMBSTIJQ
Third-year ocean and naval
BSDIJUFDUVSBMFOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOU .BSL

From left to right: Dr. Nick Krouglicof, Brandon Fitzpatrick and Prof. Andy Fisher

&MMJPUU BOETFDPOEZFBSNFDIBOJDBM
FOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOU #SBOEPO'JU[QBUSJDL 
were chosen from

4DIPMBSTIJQIBWFGBSHSFBUFSJNQBDUUIBO

more than 40

important, because it will become a

KVTUBmOBODJBMPOFGPSTUVEFOUTMJLF.S

applicants from

IBCJU wTBJE.S&MMJPUUi:PVXJMMHBJO

&MMJPUUBOE.S'JU[QBUSJDL

"UMBOUJD$BOBEB

NPSFSFTQFDU&WFOUVBMMZ ZPVXJMMBJN

to receive this

to do better at everything you do

Brandon,” he said. “We encourage all

substantial award.

and that attitude will lead to success.

of our students to aim for the top and to

.S&MMJPUUXJMM

I am extremely grateful to receive

OFWFSVOEFSFTUJNBUFUIFNTFMWFT&BSOJOH

receive $15,000

this recognition and very proud to

mOBODJBMBXBSET TVDIBTUIF1FUFS,PIMFS

for the 2013/14

CFBSFDJQJFOUPGUIF1FUFS,PIMFS

4DIPMBSTIJQ IFMQTCVJMEDPOmEFODFJO

academic year

4DIPMBSTIJQw

young adults and teaches them that hard

and again in the

Mark Elliott

“Being the best one can be is so

'PS.S'JU[QBUSJDL IJTNPUJWBUJPO

2014/15 academic

comes from a very important person in

year, which will

his life, his mother.

be his final year.
.S'JU[QBUSJDLXJMM

i.ZNPUIFSIBTBMXBZTNPUJWBUFE

i8FBSFWFSZQSPVEPG.BSLBOE

work does pay off in the end.”
5IF1FUFS,PIMFS4DIPMBSTIJQJT
administered through the Community
'PVOEBUJPOPG/PWB4DPUJB*UJTB

me to do my best and I strive to

scholarship fund for engineering students

receive $5,000 for the 2013/14 academic

be the very best I can be every day

JO"UMBOUJD$BOBEB5PCFFMJHJCMF 

year and $15,000 per year for the final

because of her,” he said. “Winning this

applicants must be enrolled full-time in

two years of his program.

scholarship motivates me to work harder

an engineering program at a university in

to make it to the end of my program.

"UMBOUJD$BOBEB5IFTDIPMBSTIJQJTCBTFE

receive the awards. While they say

*BNWFSZHSBUFGVMUP.S,PIMFSGPSUIF

upon academic standing and financial

the funding means eating better and

opportunities this award has given me.”

need, and may be renewed by the award

Both students are very thankful to

increased time for their academics, it’s

"OEZ'JTIFS BTTPDJBUFEFBO 

winner for up to four years, provided

more about working hard every day to be

undergraduate engineering, believes

that the student maintains a reasonable

the very best they can be.

UIBUTDIPMBSTIJQTMJLFUIF1FUFS,PIMFS

standing in his/her program.
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Team Memorial does well at
international baja competition
FOR THE fourth year in a row, Team

1)050$3&%*5""30/#0-5

Team Memorial Baja.

Luke Hancox competes in the endurance race.

compete in all the events,” he said.

experience and encourages students

.FNPSJBM#BKBDPNQFUFEBUUIF

#BKB4"&DPOTJTUTPGUISFFSFHJPOBM

JOUFSOBUJPOBM#BKB4"&4FSJFTJO

competitions that simulate real-world

3PDIFTUFS /:5IFUFBNQMBDFE

engineering design projects and

a unique experience to engineering

out of 88 universities and for the first

UIFJSSFMBUFEDIBMMFOHFT&OHJOFFSJOH

students and allows us to get real-

UJNF .FNPSJBMTCBKBmOJTIFEUIF

students are tasked to design and

world design experience before we

four-hour endurance race over rough

build an off-road vehicle that will

graduate,” he said. “It is the best way

terrain without any technical issues.

survive the severe punishment of

for students in engineering to learn

“The team put together a really

to find creative, fun ways to learn.
i5IF.FNPSJBM#BKBUFBNQSPWJEFT

rough terrain and sometimes even

about machining and fabricating and

TPMJEFGGPSUUIJTZFBS wTBJE"BSPO#PMU 

XBUFS#BKB4"&3PDIFTUFSUPPL

gain hands-on experience with all the

team captain. “We learned a lot from

QMBDFGSPN+VOF BOEJODMVEFE

tools of the trade, as well as learning

last year’s competition and because

competitions in acceleration, hill

to design for manufacturing, assembly

of that we were able to produce a

climbing, maneuverability, suspension

and maintenance. It has truly enhanced

vehicle that was both technologically

and traction and endurance.

my academic experience and has

superior and more capable than

.S#PMUCFMJFWFTUIBUHFUUJOH

ever before. Our car held up great in

involved in events such as the Baja

the endurance race and was able to

4"&4FSJFTFOIBODFTUIFVOJWFSTJUZ

been crucial in my development as
an engineer. It is awesome!”

Engineering students raise money for the
Janeway on Pi-Day
THE ANNUAL iQJUISPXwGVOESBJTFSUBLFTQMBDFPO.BSDICFDBVTFUIFNPOUI
day designation corresponds to the number 3.14, which is “pi” – the ratio of a circle’s
DJSDVNGFSFODFUPJUTEJBNFUFS0O1J%BZJO VOEFSHSBEVBUFFOHJOFFSJOHTUVEFOUT
SBJTFENPSFUIBO JOTVQQPSUPGUIF+BOFXBZT$IJMESFO)PTQJUBM'PVOEBUJPO
5IFGVOESBJTFSJTPSHBOJ[FEBOEFYFDVUFECZTUVEFOUWPMVOUFFST1BSUJDJQBOUTQBZ
to send a whipped pie to a friend or co-worker and the recipient can take the pie in the
GBDFGPSGSFFPSSFEJSFDUUIFQJFGPS3FDJQJFOUTDBOBMTPDIPPTFUPQVSDIBTFUIFQJF
for $20.
5IJTNBSLFEUIFOJOUIZFBSUIBUVOEFSHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTGSPN.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZT

Dr. Leonard Lye, associate dean, research,
Faculty of Engineering and Applied

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFPSHBOJ[FEUIFFWFOU

Science, takes a pie in the face on Pi-Day.
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GRADUATE STUDENTS

Memorial proud of the success of its coursebased graduate programs in engineering
WHEN MEMORIAL6OJWFSTJUZT'BDVMUZPG

a great experience. The quality of students is

course-based master’s degree programs

very impressive. The university has strong links

in 2004, the goal was to add diversity to

all around Canada. With a mixture of lectures,

existing graduate offerings and to respond to

tutorials and labs, the teaching is excellent.

market needs in specialized program areas.

The lecturers are very approachable if you

While the master’s programs in computer

need help with anything and lab helpers are in

FOHJOFFSJOH ."4$& FOWJSPONFOUBMTZTUFNT

the labs to help with course work. Overall,

FOHJOFFSJOHBOENBOBHFNFOU .&4&. PJM

*XPVMESFDPNNFOE.FNPSJBMT.0(&

BOEHBTFOHJOFFSJOH .0(& BOEFOHJOFFSJOH

program as it helped me a lot to achieve my

NBOBHFNFOU .&. BSFDIBMMFOHJOH UIFZ

life and career goals,” he said.

have been very successful.
i4JODFUIFJODFQUJPOPGUIF."4$&QSPHSBN

semesters in their program with an overall
average of 75 per cent, they have the option

registered have graduated and gone on to

of completing an internship. These internships

successful and exciting engineering careers

can last from four to eight months, and

in Canada and abroad. The other three

provide students with valuable, practical

premium tuition programs have met with

work experience, especially for international

FRVBMTVDDFTT wTBJE%S(SFH/BUFSFS EFBO 

students without prior work experience.

&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODF .FNPSJBM

While internships are not guaranteed, faculty

6OJWFSTJUZ

and staff members make every effort to

program and moved on to a successful
career as a validation engineer. “I found that
UIF.FNPSJBMFOHJOFFSJOHJOTUSVDUPSTBOE
student advisors in this program were friendly

help qualified students secure internship
opportunities.
%S/BUFSFSJTQMFBTFEXJUIUIFTVDDFTTPG
these premium tuition graduate programs.
“Our graduates from these programs have

and eager to help. They gave me a lot of

gone on to rewarding and successful careers,”

BTTJTUBODFXIJMF*XBTJOUIF."4$&QSPHSBN w

he said. “Others have successfully pursued

he said.

1I%TUVEJFTBU.FNPSJBMBOEFMTFXIFSF5IF

.BSBU(BCEFZFWJTBHSBEVBUFPGUIF.0(&

WINTER 2014

Once students have completed two

in 2004, more than 80 per cent of students

-JBOH;IBOHHSBEVBUFEGSPNUIF."4$&
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&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE4DJFODFMBVODIFE

programs provide a valuable master’s degree

program and went on to become a field crew

education in a specialized field at a tuition

manager with one of the world’s leading

level that is among the lowest in Canada for

international geophysical companies.

premium tuition programs,” he said.

WWW.ENGR.MUN.CA

Arctic research project
to provide unique
opportunity for
doctoral students
STUDENTS INTERESTED in doing a

the fact that international wins like this

4BGFUZ&OHJOFFSJOHi8FBSFJOBQPTJUJPO

1I%DFOUFSFEPO"SDUJDTIJQQJOHBOE

WBMJEBUF.FNPSJBMTMFBEFSTIJQJO"SDUJD

UPCSJOHUBMFOUFE1I%TUVEFOUTJOUP

operations have yet another reason to

and ocean engineering.

conduct leading-edge research to make

DPOTJEFS.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZ
.FNPSJBMJTPOFPGGPVSQBSUOFSJOH

“We are so excited to have won,”

"SDUJDTIJQQJOHTBGFS5IJTJOUFSOBUJPOBM

TBJE%S7FJUDI QSPGFTTPSPGPDFBOBOE

BOEDPNQFUJUJWFXJOCFOFmUT.FNPSJBM

universities sponsored to conduct

naval architectural engineering in the

but, more importantly, its students.”

SFTFBSDIPOTBGFS"SDUJDTIJQQJOH

'BDVMUZPG&OHJOFFSJOHBOE"QQMJFE

NFUIPET"TQBSUPGUIFQSPHSBN 

4DJFODFBOEUIF)VTLZ&OFSHZ$IBJSJO

hired for this project and he is thrilled to

students will have an opportunity to

0JMBOE(BT3FTFBSDIi/PUPOMZEPFT

be on the team and is excited about this

conduct some of their research at the

JUTIPX.FNPSJBMTDSFEJCJMJUZBTCFJOH

project for several reasons.

partnering universities.

JOUFSOBUJPOBMMZDPNQFUJUJWFJO"SDUJDBOE

%PVH4NJUIJTB1I%TUVEFOUSFDFOUMZ

“I was attracted to this project because

5IF+PJOU$FOUFSPG&YDFMMFODF

ocean engineering, but it enables us to

of its state-of-the-art research goals that

GPS"SDUJD4IJQQJOHBOE0QFSBUJPOT 

conduct what we feel is very important

were outlined in the project proposal.

NBEFVQPGSFTFBSDIFSTGSPN.FNPSJBM

research and it also provides our student

The four partner universities are highly

6OJWFSTJUZPG/FXGPVOEMBOE "BMUP

researchers with the unique opportunity

regarded, especially in the area of

6OJWFSTJUZJO'JOMBOE 5IF/PSXFHJBO

to spend time at the partnering

"SDUJDUFDIOPMPHZ5IFPQQPSUVOJUZUP

6OJWFSTJUZPG4DJFODFBOE5FDIOPMPHZ

universities which will enable them to

travel to the partnering universities is a

BOEUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG)FMTJOLJJO'JOMBOE 

establish their professional network.”

great opportunity to meet exceptional

recently won an international competition

%S,IBOCFMJFWFTUIBUQSPWJEJOH

research teams and industry professionals

that resulted in C$3 million in funding

students with unique opportunities like

internationally. This international

GSPN-MPZET3FHJTUFS'PVOEBUJPOUP

this one is key to attracting the brightest

networking opportunity is invaluable to

FYBNJOF"SDUJDTIJQQJOHBOEPQFSBUJPO

students.

my professional development,” he said.

risks.

i5IF"SDUJDJTBTUSBUFHJDBSFBGPS

%ST7FJUDIBOE,IBOXJMMIJSFBUMFBTU

.FNPSJBMFOHJOFFSJOHQSPGFTTPST

.FNPSJBM6OJWFSTJUZBOEBTUIFBSFBJT

GPVS1I%TUVEFOUTUPXPSLPOUIJTQSPKFDU

%ST#SJBO7FJUDIBOE'BJTBM,IBOBSF

being utilized more, it is also becoming

Interested candidates should send their

two of the researchers in the Center

NPSFWVMOFSBCMF wTBJE%S,IBO DIBJSPG

résumé to bveitch@mun.ca or to fikhan@

PG&YDFMMFODF5IFZBSFUISJMMFEXJUI

QSPDFTTJOHFOHJOFFSJOHBU.FNPSJBMBOE

mun.ca.

their recent win and take great pride in

7BMF3FTFBSDI$IBJSJO1SPDFTT3JTLBOE
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ALUMNI

Engineering alumni
put themselves
back in the picture

evening began with a wine and cheese

The thrill of walking into the engineering

event in the foyer of the S.J. Carew

building, reconnecting and reminiscing

(Engineering) Building, followed by

with old friends, professors and

a social in the engineering cafeteria.

classmates was amazing. We shared

For returning alumni, it was a real

many memories and laughs, parting

treat to come back to the engineering

with promises to meet again annually!”

FROM OCT. 17-21, engineering alumni

building that they spent so much time

put themselves back in the picture

in during their undergraduate years.

at havin’ a time: Reunion 2013.

“I really enjoyed being part of the

While there were many activities

The next afternoon, some alumni
returned with their families to tour
some of the laboratories, and on

Reunion Planning Committee, and

Saturday evening, all participating

scheduled over the five days for all

searching for classmates,” said Rosalind

alumni held class-specific events.

Memorial alumni, on Fri., Oct. 18, the

Devereaux, class of 1983. “Often when

Faculty of Engineering and Applied

I found someone, we would catch up on

for Reunion 2014, please go to

Science hosted engineering alumni

the past 30 years or share memories of

www.reunion.mun.ca.

from participating classes of 1978,

engineering at Memorial. The reunion

1983, 1988, 1993 and 2003. The

weekend was a wonderful experience.
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To learn about activities planned

Engineering lobby modernization

THE FOYER of the S.J. Carew (Engineering)

chat with friends and classmates. A new glass

Building has been renovated to prominently

wall separates the seating area from the rest of

display faculty achievements and engineering as

the foyer. The glass wall features a large replica

a profession.

of the Professional Engineers and Geoscientists

Visitors to the building are welcomed by a
10-foot-high display case (pictured) featuring a

Newfoundland and Labrador (PEGNL) seal.
The Faculty of Engineering and Applied

mix of old and new engineering memorabilia,

Science would like to acknowledge the support

which will be updated on a regular basis. A new

of its faculty and staff, Memorial’s Department of

seating area creates a comfortable space where

Facilities Management and PEGNL.

students can wait for classes to begin, study or
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